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ANIMALS

ANIMALS

Alligator Relaxing
An alligator relaxing soaking up
the sun! 3D printed and shipped
by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Alligator Relaxing
Alligator relaxing soaking up the
sun! Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 alligatorsHO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 alligators NScale (1:160) contains 4 alligators
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N
Material
DLP resin

Alligator Walking

Alligator Walking

An alligator making its approach.

An alligator making its approach.

3D printed and shipped by

Printed in DLP resin; color may

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

contains 2 alligators HO-Scale

printed item of equal quality and

(1:87) contains 3 alligators N-

detail. Color may vary.

Scale (1:160) contains 4 alligators
3D printed and shipped by

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Green Processed Versatile
Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N
Material
DLP Resin, DLP resin
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ANIMALS

Armadillos
Two armadillos connected by a
sprue. Every farm, ﬁeld, woods,

American
Staﬀordshire Sitting

yard, and street has those pesky
characters, now you can too!
NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 6
ﬁgures HO-Scale (1:87) contains

An Amercian Staﬀordshire
Terrier sitting patiently for

8 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48) contains
4 ﬁgures G-Scale (1:22.5)

her human. Printed in DLP resin;

contains 2 ﬁgures 3D printed

color may vary. Note:S-Scale

and shipped by Shapeways.

(1:64) contains 4 dogs.HO-Scale

CatzPaw reserves the right to

(1:87) contains 4 dogs. 3D

substitute a CatzPaw printed

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

item of equal quality and detail.
Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Beaver Set of 4 Poses
Bear
One each of the four beavers in
A "black" bear standing on all

their respective poses: sitting

four legs. Printed in DLP resin;

river bank, sitting ground,

color may vary. 3D printed and

standing, and swimming. Printed

shipped by CatzPaw.

in DLP resin; color may vary. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP Resin

Material
DLP resin

Bull Lying Down

Cat Cleaning Paw
Sitting cat licking its paw. NOTE

Here is "Grumpy Bull" modelled

S-Scale (1:64) contains 4 ﬁgures.

after a bull up the road who is

HO-Scale (1:87) contains 5

always by himself and usually

ﬁgures. OO-Scale (1:76) contains

lying down. 3D printed and

4 ﬁgures. O-Scale (1:48) contains

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

3 ﬁgures. G-Scale (1:22.5)

reserves the right to substitute a

contains 1 ﬁgure. Figures come

CatzPaw printed item of equal

unpainted. 3D printed and

quality and detail. Color may

shipped by CatzPaw. Color may

vary.

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:76 - OO,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5

Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Material
HERO resin, HERO Resin
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Cow with Calf Nursing
Classic 48"
This is an S-Scale (1:64) mother
cow nursing her calf. The size of
cow is based on the Classic

Cats Sitting

variation and measures 48 scale
inches at the rump. This size is
smaller than the massed

Four (4) sitting cats printed in

produced cows on the market,

DLP resin; color may vary.3D

such as Ertl® which measure at

printed and shipped CatzPaw.

58 scale inches at the rump;

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

which is known as the Modern
variation. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a

Material
DLP Resin

CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Cow with Calf Nursing
Modern 58"

Dachshund Begging

This is an S-Scale (1:64) mother
cow nursing her calf. The size of

A classic Dachshund begging for

cow is based on the Modern

whatever he can get! Printed in

variation and measures 58 scale

DLP resin; color may vary. NOTE:

inches at the rump. This size is

S-Scale (1:64) contains four (4)

similiar to the massed produced

DachshundsHO-Scale (1:87)

cows on the market, such as

contains for (4)

Ertl®. 3D printed and shipped by

DachshundsFigures come

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

unpainted. 3D printed and

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

shipped by CatzPaw.

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Color
Pumkin Spice, Black

Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Dachshund Scratching

Dachshund Sleeping

A classic Dachshund just

A classic Dachshund taking a

scratch'n that itch! Printed in DLP

much deserved nap! Printed in

resin; color may vary. NOTE: S-

DLP resin; color may vary. NOTE:

Scale (1:64) contains four (4)

S-Scale (1:64) contains four (4)

DachshundsHO-Scale (1:87)

DachshundsHO-Scale (1:87)

contains for (4)

contains for (4)

DachshundsFigures come

DachshundsFigures come

unpainted. 3D printed and

unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Color
Pumpkin Spice, Black

Color
Pumpkin Spice, Black

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Dachshund Standing
Leo
Dachshunds Standing
A slightly larger Standard size
Dachshund with a more
pronounced chest. He is
standing ready for action.
Created to honor Leo, his
namesake. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. NOTE: S-Scale
(1:64) contains four (4)
DachshundsHO-Scale (1:87)
contains four (4)
DachshundsFigures come
unpainted. 3D printed and

A classic Dachshund standing
ready for action. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. NOTE: SScale (1:64) contains four (4)
DachshundsHO-Scale (1:87)
contains four (4)
DachshundsFigures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Color
Pumpkin Spice, Black

Color
Pumpkin Spice, Black

Dog Labrador
Retriever Lying Down

Deer Buck

Labrador retriever lying down.
A male deer. Printed in DLP

Printed in DLP resin; color may

resin; color may vary. 3D printed

vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64) contains

and shipped by CatzPaw.

four (4) dogs. Dogs come
unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

Dog Labrador
Retriever Sitting

Draft Horse w/
Harness
A Draft Horse with a harness and

Labrador retriever sitting down.

snaﬄe. He's large and ready to

Printed in DLP resin; color may

pull your favorite load. Printed in

vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64) contains

DLP resin; color may vary.Figure

four (4) dogs. Dogs come

comes unpainted. 3D printed

unpainted. 3D printed and

and shipped by a CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
DLP resin

Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Dragon Series 1

Elephant Standing
Two Feet

A dragon with his mouth open
and wings up. Printed DLP resin;

This elephant is showing oﬀ,

color may vary. Package includes

standing on two feet. Use alone

one (1) dragon. 3D printed and

or with our Female Performer.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary.Package includes one (1) S-

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Scale elephant. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Farm Horse w/
Harness
Elephant Walking

This is a regular size work horse
with a snaﬄe and harness. He's
ready to be hitched to your

This elephant is oﬀ and walking

favorite wagon. 3D printed and

to who knows where. Use alone

shipped by CatzPaw. NOTE:N-

or with our Female Rider. Printed

Scale (1:160) contains two (2)

in DLP resin; color may

horses.

vary.Package includes one (1) SScale elephant. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
HERO Resin, Smooth Fine
Detail Plastic

German Shepard
Sitting

Groundhog Set
Four (4) Groundhogs in two (2)

German Shepard sitting. 3D

diﬀerent poses: two (2) standing

printed and shipped by

looking at the world and two (2)

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

walking. Printed in DLP resin;

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

color may vary. Note: ﬁgures

printed item of equal quality and

come unpainted. 3D printed and

detail. Color may vary.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72, 1:48 O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 -G

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Jack Russell Terrier
Junkyard Dog
By popular demand - we present
a Jack Russell Terrier. Inspired by

He's biggish, mean, and a

our beloved Macy Moo Recker

junkyard guard dog who is all

Johnson-Hayes who was one of a

heart! Printed in DLP resin; color

kind! Printed in DLP resin; color

may vary. Note: S-Scale (1:64)

may vary.NOTES-Scale (1:64)

contains 4 dogs. HO-Scale (1:87)

contains 4 dogs.Figure comes

contains 4 dogs. 1:12 Scale

unpainted.Dachshund sold

contains 1 dog. 3D printed and

separately. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

Mule w/Harness
Mule

This mule is all dressed and
ready to pull your favorite wagon
or buggy. It has a harness and

Standing mule. Printed in DLP

snaﬄe. 3D printed and shipped

resin; color may vary. 3D printed

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

and shipped by CatzPaw.

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Pigs Walking

Pigs Sitting
S-Scale (1:64) sitting pigs printed
in stone ABS plastic. Package
includes two (2) sitting pigs. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

S-Scale (1:64) walking pigs
printed in stone ABS plastic.
Package includes two (2) walking
pigs. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.
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Police K-9 Unit Dog
Only Release
Pit Bull in Dog Bed

Get ready, get set go! The K-9 is
ready to be released to get the

A standard size pit bull relaxing

bad guy. NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)

and enjoying her bed. In

contains three dogs. Dogs come

memory of Snow.Printed in DLP

unpainted. 3D printed and

resin; color may vary. S-Scale

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

(1:64) contains two unpainted

reserves the right to substitute a

ﬁgures. 3D printed and shipped

CatzPaw printed item of equal

by CatzPaw.

quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Police K-9 Unit Dog
Only Run

Police K-9 Unit Dog
Only Sit

Go get 'em! The K-9 is running

Good boy sit! The Police K-9

after their suspect. NOTE: S-Scale

sitting patiently. NOTE: S-Scale

(1:64) contains three dogs. Dogs

(1:64) contains three dogs. Dogs

come unpainted. 3D printed and

come unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

reserves the right to substitute a

reserves the right to substitute a

CatzPaw printed item of equal

CatzPaw printed item of equal

quality and detail. Color may

quality and detail. Color may

vary.

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Police K-9 Unit Dog
Only Walk
Heel. Good boy, heel! The Polie
K-9 oﬀ for a walk. NOTE: S-Scale
(1:64) contains three dogs. Dogs
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Police K-9 Unit Dogs
Only
By request, here are the K-9 Unit
dogs only. Set includes one each:
sit, walk, release, run, take-down.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic
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Raccoon Set

Reindeer Standing
Medium w/Harness

Set contains four raccoons, one
each in the following poses:
eating, walking, looking left,
looking right. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

A medium size reindeer standing
wearing a harness, ready to pull
Santa's sleigh. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary.Note: ﬁgure
comes unpainted. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP Resin, Hero Resin

Material
DLP resin

Reindeer Standing
Small

Reindeer Standing
Small w/Harness
A smaller size reindeer standing

A smaller size reindeer standing

with its head looking to the left

with its head looking to the left.

and wearing a harness. This one

3D printed and shipped by

is ready to pull Santa's sleigh. 3D

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

printed and shipped by

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

printed item of equal quality and

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

detail. Color may vary.

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Reindeer Walking
Large

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:72
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Shark Attacking
Just when you think it was safe

A large size reindeer walking. 3D

to go in the water... this great

printed and shipped by

white shark is out for a

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

snack! Printed in DLP resin; color

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

may vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64)

printed item of equal quality and

contains 1 sharkHO-Scale (1:87)

detail. Color may vary.

contains 1 shark Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S

shipped by CatzPaw.

Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
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Shark Swimming
Just when you think it was safe
to go in the water... well it might
be. This great white is just out
for a friendly swim. Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary.
NOTES-Scale (1:64) contains 1
sharkHO-Scale (1:87) contains 1
shark Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Skunk Adults Set
Four (4) adult Skunks in two (2)
diﬀerent poses: two (2) tail-up
ready to spray and two (2)
walking. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Snakes
Snake ﬁgures available in: black,
brown, gray, and green. Printed
in DLP resin; color may vary.
Package includes two (2) snakes
in the color selected. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G
Color
black, brown, gray, green

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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BIRDS

Ducks Mallard Sitting

Eagle Perched with
Wings Spread

Two sitting Mallard Ducks
connected by a sprue. 3D

A majestic eagle perched on a

printed and shipped by

branch with its wings spread.

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Printed in DLP resin; color may

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

printed item of equal quality and

contains 3 ﬁgures 3D printed

detail. Color may vary.

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
DLP Resin

Flamingos
Geese Canadian Flying
Flamingos standing looking
beautiful. Printed in DLP resin;

Canadian Geese ﬂying. Printed in

color may vary. Note: S-Scale

DLP resin; color may vary.NOTE:

contains six (6) Flamingos. O-

S-Scale (1:64) comes with four (4)

Scale contains four (4)

Geese.Geese come unpainted.

Flamingos. Flamingos come

3D printed and shipped by

unpainted. 3D printed and

CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Pelican
Owls

Pelicans in a standing position.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. Note: S-Scale (1:64)

Two Owl ﬁgures facing each

contains 4 pelicans HO-Scale

other (one left and one right),

(1:87) contains 4 pelicans O-Scale

printed in brown HERO resin. 3D

(1:48) contains 2 pelicans Figures

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

come unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin

Pigeons

Swans

Two sitting pigeons connected

Two Swans connected by a

by a sprue. The perfect addition

sprue. 3D printed and shipped

to your roof top! Printed in DLP

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

resin; color may vary.NOTES-

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Scale contains 6 pigeons.HO-

printed item of equal quality and

Scale contains 8 pigeons.Figures

detail. Color may vary.

come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:32, 1:24
Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic, Smoothest Fine Detail
Plastic

Tom Turkey Set
Tom Turkeys showing their tails!

Turkey Hens

The set includes one large and
one small turkey. Printed in DLP

Four turkey hens prancing their

resin; color may vary. NOTE S-

way to wherever they are going.

Scale (1:64) contains 2 turkeys,

Printed in DLP resin; color may

1 of each size O-Scale (1:48)

vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64) contains

contains 2 turkeys, 1 of each size

4 turkeys Figures come

Figures come unpainted. 3D

unpainted. 3D printed and

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Abominable Snowman

African American
Female Walking Long
Dress w/Pot
This ﬁgure was created for the

Our furry friend from the colder

Historical Diorama on display in

regions, the Abominable

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Snowman. This guy comes in at

based on attire worn during the

9.75 scale feet and is ready to

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

take on the world! Printed in DLP

However, this ﬁgure can easily

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

be adapted for use in other time

Scale (1:64) comes with 1

periods. Figures come

ﬁgure.HO-Scale (1:87) comes
with 1 ﬁgure.N-Scale (1:160)
comes with 2 ﬁgures. Figure

unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a

comes unpainted. 3D printed

CatzPaw printed item of equal

and shipped by CatzPaw.

quality and detail. Color may

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N
Material
DLP Resin

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

African American Man
Standing Arms
Partially Bent
This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. NOTES-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures.1:72
Scale contains 3 ﬁgures.HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure.N-Scale
(1:160) contains 4 ﬁgures.
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72, 1:160
- N, 1:48 - O

Alien Classic
A classic "little green or gray"
alien in S-Scale. The perfect
companion to CatzPaw's Flying
Saucer. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. NOTE S-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures HOScale (1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures NScale (1:160) contains 4 ﬁgures
O-Scale (1:48 contains 1
ﬁgure1:32 Scale contains 1 ﬁgure
G-Scale (1:22.5) contains 1 ﬁgure
3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5, 1:32
Material
HERO Resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Alien Creepy
By special request we have

Big Foot

designed a "creepy" looking
Alien. This one is ready to start
experimenting on the human
race! Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. WARNING: the hands
on this ﬁgure are fragile, use
caution when opening package.
NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2
ﬁgures HO-Scale (1:87) contains

Big Foot in the classic pose
depicted in so many photos;
roughly 8 scale feet tall. A perfect
addition to any layout! Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
DLP Resin

3 ﬁgures 3D printed and shipped

Material
DLP resin

Biker Female Riding
Biker Daredevil
This Female Biker has been
design to ride the SZenery 1:64
This Male Biker has been

Fat Boy Motorcyle produced by

designed and scaled to ﬁt the

SZenery which can be purchased

SZenery 1:64 Two Stroke Dirt

here: https://

Bike produced by SZenery which

szenery.bigcartel.com/product/

can be purchased here: https://

szenery-1-64-fat-boy-motorcycle

szenery.bigcartel.com/product/

She can also be used on the

szenery-1-64-two-stroke-dirt-

SZenery 1:64 FXR Motorcycle:

bike NOTE:Motorcycle not

https://szenery.bigcartel.com/

included. S-Scale (1:64) contains

product/szenery-1-64-fxr-

2 ﬁgures.Printed in HERO resin.

motorcycle NOTE:Motorcycles

Figures come unpainted. 3D

not included. S-Scale (1:64)

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

contains 2 ﬁgures. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
HERO resin

Material
HERO resin

Biker Kirk
Biker Male Sitting
This is Kirk, the buﬀ biker, which
has been designed to ride the

This Male Biker has been design

SZenery 1:64 scale Fat Boy

to ride the SZenery 1:64 Fat Boy

Motorcyle produced by SZenery

Motorcyle produced by SZenery

which can be purchased here:

which can be purchased here:

https://szenery.bigcartel.com/

https://szenery.bigcartel.com/

product/szenery-1-64-fat-boy-

product/szenery-1-64-fat-boy-

motorcycle It can also be used

motorcycle He also ﬁts the

on the SZenery 1:64 scale FXR

SZenery 1:64 FXR Motorcycle:

Motorcycle and other SZenery

https://szenery.bigcartel.com/

bikes: https://

product/szenery-1-64-fxr-

szenery.bigcartel.com/product/

motorcycle NOTE:Motorcycles

szenery-1-64-fxr-motorcycle

not included. S-Scale (1:64)

Note the S-Scale (1:64) set

contains 2 ﬁgures. Figures come

contains 2 ﬁgures. The ﬁgures

unpainted. 3D printed and

come unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
HERO resin

Material
HERO resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Biker Set #1

Biker Max
This is Max, the bearded biker,
which has been designed to ride
the SZenery 1:64 scale Fat Boy
Motorcyle produced by SZenery
which can be purchased here:
https://szenery.bigcartel.com/
product/szenery-1-64-fat-boymotorcycle It can also be used
on the SZenery 1:64 scale FXR
Motorcycle and other SZenery
bikes: https://
szenery.bigcartel.com/product/
szenery-1-64-fxr-motorcycle
Note the S-Scale (1:64) set

This set contains one each of the
Male Biker and the Femal Biker
that have been design to ride the
SZenery 1:64 and 1:87 scale Fat
Boy Motorcyle produced by
SZenery which can be purchased
here: https://
szenery.bigcartel.com/product/
szenery-1-64-fat-boy-motorcycle
They can also be used on the
SZenery 1:64 and 1:87 scale FXR
Motorcycle: https://
szenery.bigcartel.com/product/
szenery-1-64-fxr-motorcycle

contains 2 ﬁgures. The ﬁgures

NOTE: the HO-Scale (1:87) set

come unpainted. 3D printed and

The ﬁgures come unpainted. 3D

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

contains two (2) of each ﬁgure.
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
HERO resin

Material
HERO resin

Biker Set #2
This set contains one each of
Max (the beareded biker) and
Kirk (the buﬀ biker) which have
been designed to ride the
SZenery 1:64 and 1:87 scale Fat

Blacksmith

Boy Motorcyle produced by
SZenery which can be purchased
here: https://
szenery.bigcartel.com/product/
szenery-1-64-fat-boy-motorcycle
They can also be used on the
SZenery 1:64 and 1:87 scale FXR
Motorcycle and possibly other
bikes by SZenery: https://
szenery.bigcartel.com/product/
szenery-1-64-fxr-motorcycle

Hammer in hand this Blacksmith
is ready to work! Printed in HERO
resin. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

NOTE: the HO-Scale (1:87) set
contains two (2) of each ﬁgure.
The ﬁgures come unpainted. 3D

Material
HERO resin

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
HERO resin

Bride & Groom
Dancing
S-Scale (1:64) Bride and Groom
dancing. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Buﬀalo Bill Cody
Buﬀalo Bill Cody sitting on his
horse ready for action. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic
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Bus Driver
Sitting ﬁgure ready to drive your
bus or other chauﬀeured

Car Hop Set

vehicle. NOTES-Scale (1:64)
contains 1 ﬁgureHO-Scale (1:87)
contains 1 ﬁgure1:72 Scale

Skates are on and ready to roll!

contains 3 ﬁgures connected by

This car hop set contains one

a sprue1:32 Scale contains 1

each of the following ﬁgures: Car

ﬁgureG-Scale (1:22.5) contains 1

Hop Taking Order, Car Hop Tray

ﬁgure 3D printed and shipped by

High, Car Hop Tray Low, and

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Food Tray. Printed in DLP resin;

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

printed item of equal quality and

(1:64) contains two ﬁgures and a

detail. Color may vary.

set of trays.Figures come

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72, 1:32,
1:22.5

Scale
1:64 - S

unpainted.

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Car Hop Tray High
Car Hop Taking Order

Skates are on and ready to roll!
This car hop is sporting her tray

Skates are on and ready to roll!
This car hop is ready to take your
order. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
contains two ﬁgures and a set of
trays.Figures come unpainted.

at shoulder height. Leave the
tray as is, add a larger empty
tray, or the fully loaded tray
which contains two drinks, two
hot dogs, and two orders of fries.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
contains two ﬁgures and a set of

Scale
1:64 - S

trays.Figures come unpainted.

Scale
1:64 - S

Car Hop Tray Low
Skates are on and ready to roll!
This car hop is sporting her tray
at shoulder height. Leave the
tray as is, add a larger empty
tray, or the fully loaded tray
which contains two drinks, two
hot dogs, and two orders of fries.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
contains two ﬁgures and a set of
trays.Figures come unpainted.

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Carol with Single Oar
Carol with a single oar is the
perfect companion for use in
CatzPaw's kayak, canoe, or row
boat. 3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic
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Carol with Two Oars

Carriage Driver

Carol is ready to paddle her way

The perfect sitting ﬁgure to add

down the river using two oars to

to our farm wagon, carriage,

get her there. A perfect match

buggy, or to your tractor. He's

for CatzPaw's row boat. 3D

ready for a long days ride. 3D

printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:160 - N

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Chinese Man Lying
Arm on Chest
Child Kneeling w/Toy
Train

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad
Worker Series. He posed lying on
his back with his arm on his

A young child playing with their

chest. He is wearing simple

ﬁrst model train engine. 3D

pants bassed on turn of the

printed and shipped by

century styles. NOTE S-Scale

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D

printed item of equal quality and

printed and shipped by

detail. Color may vary.

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Scale
1:64 - S

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Chinese Man Lying
Left Leg Bent

Chinese Man Lying
Smoking

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-of-

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-of-

the-Century Chinese Railroad

the-Century Chinese Railroad

Worker Series. He posed laying

Worker Series. He posed in a

on his back with his left leg bent.

lying on his side ready to hold a

He is wearing simple shorts

pipe for smoking. He is wearing

bassed on turn of the century

simple shorts bassed on turn of

styles. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

the century styles. NOTE S-Scale

contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale

(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale

(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D

(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D

printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Chinese Man Lying on
Back Legs Bent
This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad
Worker Series. He posed
sleeping, lying on his back with
his hands on his abdomen. He is
wearing simple shorts bassed
on turn of the century styles.
NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2
ﬁgures G-Scale (1:22.5) contains
one ﬁgure 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Chinese Man Lying on
Side Propped
This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad
Worker Series. He posed in a
lying propped postion on his
side. He is wearing simple shorts
bassed on turn of the century
styles. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale
(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Chinese Man Sitting
on Ground
Chinese Man Sitting
Leaning Forward

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad
Worker Series. He posed in a
sitting position with his hands
crossed. He is wearing simple
shorts bassed on turn of the
century styles. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. NOTE SScale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Worker Series. He posed sitting
on the ground with his hand on
his head. He is wearing simple
shorts bassed on turn of the
century styles. NOTE S-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale
(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5

Material
DLP resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Chinese Man
Squatting Hands
Closed

Chinese Man
Squatting Hands Open

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-ofthe-Century Chinese Railroad
Worker Series. He posed in a

This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-of-

squatting position with his hands

the-Century Chinese Railroad

closed. He is wearing traditional

Worker Series. He posed in a

turn of the century attire and has

squatting position with his hands

a braided queue. NOTE S-Scale

open. He is wearing traditional

(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale

turn of the century attire and has

(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure 3D

a braided queue. NOTE S-Scale

printed and shipped by

(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures G-Scale

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

(1:22.5) contains one ﬁgure

the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Chupacabra
Chinese Man Walking
This chupacabra is based on the
most common description with a
This ﬁgure is part of our Turn-of-

little wild dog mixed in: that of a

the-Century Chinese Railroad

reptile-like creature, said to have

Worker Series. He posed in a

leathery or scaly greenish-gray

walking position with his one

skin and sharp spines or quills

hand set to hold a pole. He is

running down its back. It is

wearing traditional turn of the

approximately 3 to 4 scale feet

century attire. Printed in DLP

high, and stands and hops in a

resin; color may vary. NOTE S-

fashion similar to that of a

Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures.

kangaroo. Printed in DLP resin;

Figures come unpainted. 3D

color may vary.Note:S-Scale

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

contains 2 ﬁguresHO-Scale
contains 3 ﬁgures 3D printed

Scale
1:64 - S

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
DLP resin

Material
HERO resin

Construction Worker
This ﬁgure is ready to work

Clown

construction, in an oil ﬁeld, or
another job of your desire. His

A clown ready for the circus or

hand is raised ready to pull a

your next party! 3D printed and

lever or hold a sign. NOTE S-

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures

reserves the right to substitute a

HO-Scale (1:87) contains 3

CatzPaw printed item of equal

ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.

quality and detail. Color may

3D printed and shipped by

vary.

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Scale
1:64 - S

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Couple Running Figure
Man and woman running from
or to something. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Cowboy Frank Figure
Frank ﬁgure, male standing
leaning against anything
convenient wearing a cowboy
hat. 3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:32

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic
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Doctor Sitting at Desk
Doctor Standing
Doctor ﬁgure sitting posed with
arm on desk ready for a

Our ﬁnely dressed doctor

consultation. Printed in DLP

standing providing a

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

consultation. Note: S-Scale

Scale contains two (2) ﬁgures.

contains two (2) ﬁgures.O-Scale

HO-Scale contains three (3)

contains one (1) ﬁgure. FIgures

ﬁgures.Desk sold separately.

come unpainted. 3D printed and

FIgures come unpainted. 3D

shipped by CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin

Doctor's Oﬃce Figure
Set
Doug Walking
Everyone you need to populate a
doctor's oﬃce. The set includes
one each of: doctor standing,

A dapper 1930's style gentleman

doctor sitting at desk, Patient

walking next to the tracks,

Sitting Mature Woman, and

sleeves rolled up and hat

Patient Sitting Female. Printed in

shading his eyes. Printed in DLP

DLP resin; color may vary. Note:

resin; color may vary. S-Scale

desk and chairs are not included,

(1:64) contains two ﬁgures.HO-

but sold separately. Figures

Scale (1:87) contains three

come unpainted. 3D printed and

ﬁgures. Figure comes unpainted.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
DLP resin

Dough Boy Figure

Drive-in Diner Crew

Dough boy ﬁgure. 3D printed

Th Drive-in Diner Crew contains

and shipped by Shapeways.

one each of the following

CatzPaw reserves the right to

ﬁgures: Short Order Cook, Car

substitute a CatzPaw printed

Hop Taking Order, Car Hop Tray

item of equal quality and detail.

High, Car Hop Tray Low, and

Color may vary.

Food Tray. Printed in DLP resin;

Scale
1:64 - S

color may vary. Figures come

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S

unpainted.

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Elf Female Hands
Clasped

Elf Female Pointing

This little female elf has her

This little female elf points the

hands clasped in amazement,

way to Santa! Printed in DLP

she is so excited to see

resin; color may vary. NOTE:S-

everyone! Printed in DLP resin;

Scale contains two (2)

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

ﬁgures.Figures come unpainted.

contains two (2) ﬁgures.Figures

3D printed and shipped by

come unpainted. 3D printed and

CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Elf Female Walking

Elf Male Hands on
Hips

This little female elf is walking

This little male elf is standing

excitedly showing you how it is

with his hands on his hips

done! Printed in DLP resin; color

looking around for that special

may vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains

person! Printed in DLP resin;

two (2) ﬁgures.Figures come

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

unpainted. 3D printed and

contains two (2) ﬁgures.Figures

shipped by CatzPaw.

come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Elf Male Talking

Elf Male Waving

This little male elf is excited to be

This little male elf is waving at

telling you about life as an

you trying to get your

elf! Printed in DLP resin; color

attention! Printed in DLP resin;

may vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

two (2) ﬁgures.Figures come

contains two (2) ﬁgures.Figures

unpainted. 3D printed and

come unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Elves Female

Elves Male

Christmas Elves ready to help

Christmas Elves ready to help

Santa out where ever they are

Santa out where ever they are

needed. This set includes one

needed. This set includes one

each: Elf Female Hands Clasped,

each: Elf Male Hands on Hip, Elf

Elf Female Pointing, Elf Female,

Male Waving, Elf Male,

Walking. Printed in DLP resin;

Talking.Printed in DLP resin;

color may vary. Figures come

color may vary. Figures come

unpainted. 3D printed and

unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Engineer Eddie

Female Applying
Lipstick

Perfect ﬁgure for use as a Train
Engineer. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.NOTES-Scale
(1:64) comes with 2 ﬁguresHOScale (1:87) come with 3 ﬁgures
Figure comes unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw

A girl can't go out without her
lipstick! Here is our female
making sure her lips are ready
for the public. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary.S-Scale
(1:64) contains two ﬁgures.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Figure comes unpainted. Printed

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S

Female Bikini Lying
Down
Time to get a little sun on the
backside while at the beach.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures 1:72
Scale contains 3 ﬁgures
connected by a sprue Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Female Bikini Sitting
Ground
Sitting on the ground soaking in
the rays! Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. NOTE S-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures HOScale (1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures
1:72 Scale contains 3 ﬁgures
connected by a sprue Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72
Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Female Bikini Standing

Female Bikini Standing
Sexy Pose

Just wanting a moments peace...

She's looking to turn heads while

talk to the hand! Printed in DLP

at the beach this summer.

resin; color may vary. NOTE S-

Printed in DLP resin; color may

Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures

vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

HO-Scale (1:87) contains 3

contains 2 ﬁgures HO-Scale

ﬁgures 1:72 Scale contains 3

(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures 1:72

ﬁgures connected by a sprue

Scale contains 3 ﬁgures

Figures come unpainted. 3D

connected by a sprue Figures

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

come unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72
Material
DLP resin

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72
Material
DLP resin

Female Drinking
Coﬀee 1940's
Female Combing Hair
A female dressed in 1940's era
Our female ﬁgure making sure

attire drinking a cup of coﬀee.
She can be used in other era's as

every hair is in place. Printed in

well. Printed in DLP resin; color

DLP resin; color may vary.S-Scale

may vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

(1:64) contains two ﬁgures.HOScale (1:87) contains three

contains 2 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure Figures come

ﬁgures. Figure comes unpainted.

unpainted. 3D printed and

Printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

Female Golfer Putting
Female Farmer Driver
The perfect addition to your
scale golf course, putting green,
Girls just want to have fun too!

or putt-putt golf course. Our

And driving a tractor is fun!

female golfer is in the putting

Tested on Ertl® tractors; tractor

pose and ready to make her

not included. Printed in DLP

shot. 3D printed and shipped by

resin; color may vary.

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

NOTESFigures come

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

unpainted.S-Scale (1:64) contains

printed item of equal quality and

2 ﬁgures. 3D printed and

detail. Color may vary.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:32, 1:24

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Female Pouring Coﬀee
1940's
Female Performer
A female dressed in 1940's era
She is standing on one foot with
her arm in the air! She is
performer! Whether on a stage
or on an elephant, she has grace
and poise. Printed in HERO
resin.NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures.Figures come
unpainted.Elephant sold
separately - coming soon. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

attire pouring coﬀee into a cup.
She can be used in other era's as
well. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Female Rider
This ﬁgure is perfectly poised to

Female Squatting

ride on the back of an elephant!
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary.Notes:S-Scale (1:64)
includes two (2) ﬁgures1:43
includes two (2) ﬁgures.Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

A modern day woman squatting;
could be planting ﬂower, petting
a cat, or uncovering a mystery.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains two
(2) ﬁgures.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:43

shipped by CatzPaw.

Material
DLP Resin

Female Squatting w/
Trowel

Female Standing Back
Pack
A modern day woman dressed

A modern day woman getting

up and loaded up with a back

down and getting dirty, digging

pack, rope, water bottle, knife,

with her trowel. Printed in DLP

and everything she needs for

resin; color may vary. NOTE:S-

a successful trip. Printed in DLP

Scale contains two (2)

resin; color may vary. NOTE:S-

ﬁgures.Figures come unpainted.

Scale contains two (2)

3D printed and shipped by

ﬁgures.Figures come unpainted.

CatzPaw.

3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Female Standing
Chatting 1940's
Female Standing Bent
Over

A female dressed in 1940's era
attire standing ready for a chat.
She can be used in other era's as

A modern day woman trying to
ﬁgure out what is on the ground.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains two
(2) ﬁgures.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

well. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

Female Standing
Figures 1940's Set
A set of female ﬁgures dressed
in 1940's era attire. Set includes
one each: Female Pouring Coﬀee
1940's, Female Standing Chatting
1940's, Female Walking 1940's,
Female Taking Notes 1940's,
Female Drinking Coﬀee 1940's.
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:32
Material
HERO resin

Female Walking 1940's
A female dressed in 1940's era
attire taking a walk. She can be
used in other era's as well.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Female Swimsuit Set
This set contains one each of the
following ﬁgures: Femal Bikini
Lying Down, Female Bikini Sitting
Ground, Female Bikini Standing,
and Female Bikini Standing Sexy
Pose. Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
HERO resin

Female taking Notes
1940's
A female dressed in 1940's era
attire standing taking notes. She
can be used in other era's as
well. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Gambler Figure

Gas Attendant

A Gambler from the Old West

Our Gas Station Attendant is

surveying the room before

the perfect addition to your gas

sitting down to make a wager.

station scene. He is posed and

3D printed and shipped by

ready to pump gas. He is

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

dressed in 1950's style gas

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

station uniform. 3D printed and

printed item of equal quality and

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

detail. Color may vary.

reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:20

quality and detail. Color may

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

vary.

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Graﬃti Artist Walt
Has someone been tagging your

Ghost Family Glow-inthe-Dark

train cars or the side of your
buidlings? Well, we know who it
is - Graﬃti Artist Walt! Printed in
DLP resin; color may

Ghost family includes papa,
mamma, and child ghost printed
in glow-in-the-dark ABS plastic.
Package includes three (3)
ﬁgures, mamma, papa, and

vary.NOTE:S-Scale contains 2
ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3
ﬁgures.N-Scale contains 4
ﬁgures.O-Scale contains 1
ﬁgure.1:32 contains 1 ﬁgure.1:43

junior. 3D printed and shipped

contains 1 ﬁgure. Figure comes

by CatzPaw.

unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 -S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:43, 1:32
Material
DLP resin

Hair Stylist Client
Gertrude

Hair Stylist Paulette

In the chair with wild hair,

When you need a haircut, give

covered in the salon apron ready

Paulette a call. Scissors in hand

for a much needed

she is ready to do the job.

haircut. Printed in DLP resin;

Printed in DLP resin; color may

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains 2

contains 2 ﬁgures. Figure comes

ﬁgures. Figure comes unpainted.

unpainted.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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HazMat Hank Arm Up
Hair Stylist Set
HazMat Hank is wearing a a
hazmat suit but hasn't put on his
The set contains one of each:

mask yet. Printed in DLP resin;

Hair Stylist Paulette, Hair Stylist

color may vary.NOTE:S-Scale

Client Gertrude, and Hair Stylist

contains 2 ﬁgures. Figure comes

Chair. Printed in DLP resin; color

unpainted 3D printed and

may vary. Figure comes

shipped by CatzPaw.

unpainted.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

HazMat Harry Arm Up

HazMat Henry
Crouching

HazMat Harry is in a full hazmat

HazMat Henry is in a full hazmat

suit standing with one arm up.

suit crouching down surveying

3D printed and shipped by

what is before him. 3D printed

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

and shipped by Shapeways.

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

CatzPaw reserves the right to

printed item of equal quality and

substitute a CatzPaw printed

detail. Color may vary.

item of equal quality and detail.
Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Husky Angry Man
HazMat Howard Arms
Down

A husky fellow with his hands
raised like he is beating on a
door yelling: "Let me in!" Printed

Full hazmat suit with arms down.

in DLP resin; color may vary.

Printed in DLP resin. NOTES-

NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures.

ﬁgures 1:32 Scale contains 1

Figure comes unpainted. 3D

ﬁgure Figures come unpainted.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw .

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:32
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic
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Jason Squat Hands
Open

John Squat Hands
Together

Jason is squatting down hands

John is squatting down with his

sligtly open. Perfect for petting a

hands together as if he is holding

dog or cat, or holding an object.

something with them. Printed in

Printed in DLP resin; color may

DLP resin; color may

vary.NOTE:S-Scale (1:64) contains

vary.NOTE:S-Scale (1:64) contains

2 ﬁgures Figures come

2 ﬁgures Figures come

unpainted.Cat sold separately.

unpainted.Cat sold separately.

3D printed and shipped by

3D printed and shipped by

CatzPaw.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

Knight Errant
Horseback

Knight Errant Standing

The Knight Errant astride his

The Knight Errant in full armor,

trusty steed; both in armor,

poised and ready for battle.

poised and ready for battle.

Figures come unpainted. 3D

Figures come unpainted. 3D

printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Knight Jousting
A Knight in full armour charging
ahead with lance drawn ready to
win the championship! 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Knight Templar
Horseback
The Knight Templar on
horseback, out for a quite walk
in the countryside. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic
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Knight Templar
Standing

Kurt with a Single Oar
Kurt with a single oar is the

The Knight Templar with shield
and sword standing at the ready.
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

perfect companion for use in
CatzPaw's kayak or
canoe. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary.Note:S-Scale
(1:64) comes with 2 ﬁgures.HOScale (1:87) comes with
2 ﬁgures.Canoe sold separately.
Figure comes unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

Male Golfer Puttiing
Male Combing Hair

The perfect addition to your
scale golf course, putting green,

He's making sure that he looks

or putt-putt golf course. Our

good before heading out.

male golfer is in the putting pose

Printed in DLP resin; color may

and ready to make his shot. 3D

vary.S-Scale (1:64) contains two

printed and shipped by

ﬁgures.HO-Scale (1:87) contains

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

three ﬁgures. Figure comes

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

unpainted. Printed and shipped

printed item of equal quality and

by CatzPaw.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Male Speedo Standing
Showing oﬀ for the ladies!
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP Resin

Male Standing
Barefoot
Chill'n in shorts and a T-shirt
ready for summertime weather.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains
2 ﬁgures HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures 1:72
Scale contains 3 ﬁgures Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72
Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Male Swimsuit Lying
on Back
Ready to lie on the beach and
ponder the meaning of life.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures 1:72
Scale contains 3 ﬁgures
connected by a sprue Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72

Male Swimsuit Lying
on Side
Relaxing and checking out the
view on the beach. Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary. NOTE
S-Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures
HO-Scale (1:87) contains 3
ﬁgures 1:72 Scale contains 3
ﬁgures connected by a sprue
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:72
Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

Male Swimsuit Set
Male Washing Hands
This set contains one each of the
following ﬁgures: Male Speedo
Standing, Male Standing

Be sure to use lots of soap and

Barefoot, Male Swimsuit Lying

wash for at least 20 seconds.

on Back, Male Swimsuit Lying on

Printed in DLP resin; color may

Side. Printed in DLP resin; color

vary.S-Scale (1:64) contains two

may vary. Figures come

ﬁgures. Figure comes unpainted;

unpainted. 3D printed and

sink not included, sold

shipped by CatzPaw.

separately. Printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
HERO resin

Man Kneeling Long
Coat Cap

Man Lying Arm on
Chest

This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

based on attire worn during the

based on attire worn during the

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

However, this ﬁgure can easily

However, this ﬁgure can easily

be adapted for use in other time

be adapted for use in other time

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

periods. 3D printed and shipped

color may vary.NOTE:S-Scale

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

(1:64) contains two (2)

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

ﬁgures.HO-Scale (1:87 contains
three (3) ﬁgures.Figures come

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic
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Man Lying Down
Hands on Abdomen

Man Lying Left Leg &
Arm Bent

This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

based on attire worn during the

based on attire worn during the

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

However, this ﬁgure can easily

However, this ﬁgure can easily

be adapted for use in other time

be adapted for use in other time

periods. 3D printed and shipped

periods. 3D printed and shipped

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Man Lying Right Arm
& Leg Bent

Man Sitting Ground
Head & Neck
Bandaged

This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. 3D printed and shipped
by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:32
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Man Sitting Head
Bandaged

This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. 3D printed and shipped
by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Man Sitting Head
Bandaged Arm in Sling

This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

based on attire worn during the

based on attire worn during the

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

However, this ﬁgure can easily

However, this ﬁgure can easily

be adapted for use in other time

be adapted for use in other time

periods. 3D printed and shipped

periods. 3D printed and shipped

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Man Stand Head
Bowed Hands Clasped
Man Sitting Large Hat
This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
This ﬁgure was created for the

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Historical Diorama on display in

based on attire worn during the

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

based on attire worn during the

However, this ﬁgure can easily

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

be adapted for use in other time

However, this ﬁgure can easily

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

be adapted for use in other time

color may vary. NOTESFigures

periods. Note:S-Scale contains 2

come unpainted.S-Scale (1:64)

unpainted ﬁgures.HO-Scale
contains 3 unpainted ﬁgures. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

contains 2 ﬁgures.N-Scale (1:160)
contains 4 ﬁgures.HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure. 3D

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Material
HERO resin, DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin

Man Standing Arm
Bent Wearing Large
Hat

Man Standing Arm
Sling Head Bandaged
This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in

This ﬁgure was created for the

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Historical Diorama on display in

based on attire worn during the

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

based on attire worn during the

However, this ﬁgure can easily

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

be adapted for use in other time

However, this ﬁgure can easily

periods. 3D printed and shipped

be adapted for use in other time

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

color may vary. Figures come

printed item of equal quality and

unpainted. 3D printed and

detail. Color may vary.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Material
DLP resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Man Standing Arms
Bent With Cap

Man Standing Hands
Air Suit Top Hat

This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods.NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures.HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.N-Scale
(1:160) contains 4 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure.Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw. Printed in

This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.NOTESFigures
come unpainted.S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures.N-Scale (1:160)
contains 4 ﬁgures.HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure.1:43

HERO resin.

Scale contains 1 ﬁgure. 3D

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Material
HERO resin, Smoothest Fine
Detail Plastic, Smooth Fine
Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:160 - N, 1:87 - HO,
1:48 - O, 1:43
Material
DLP Resin
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Man Standing Suit Hat
Man Standing Long
Coat Cap

This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

This ﬁgure was created for the

based on attire worn during the

Historical Diorama on display in

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

However, this ﬁgure can easily

based on attire worn during the

be adapted for use in other time

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

However, this ﬁgure can easily

color may vary. NOTESFigures

be adapted for use in other time

come unpainted.S-Scale (1:64)

periods. Note:S-Scale contains 2

contains 2 ﬁgures.N-Scale (1:160)

unpainted ﬁgures.HO-Scale

contains 4 ﬁgures.HO-Scale

contains 3 unpainted ﬁgures. 3D

(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.O-Scale

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure. 3D

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
DLP resin

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin

Man on Crutches
Amputee

Marshal Figure

This ﬁgure was created for the

Classic Old West Marshal ﬁgure

Historical Diorama on display in

based images of Wyatt Earp as

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

he walks slowely down the road.

based on attire worn during the

3D printed and shipped by

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

However, this ﬁgure can easily

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

be adapted for use in other time

printed item of equal quality and

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

detail. Color may vary.

color may vary.NOTES-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:20
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Moonshine Mike

MothMan

Moonshine Mike taking a nap

This Mothman is ready to take

while waiting for his next run to

on your world! He stands

ﬁnish.3D printed and shipped by

between 8-9 scale feet tall with a

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

complimentary wingspan. Note:

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

S-Scale (1:64) comes with one (1)

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:32, 1:22.5
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

ﬁgure. HO-Scale (1:87) comes
with two (2) ﬁgures. O-Scale
(1:48) comes with one (1) ﬁgure.
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin
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Mrs. Claus Sitting
Mrs. Claus Standing
We couldn't forget Mrs. Claus!
Here she is sitting patiently
waiting on Santa. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Patient Sitting Mature
Woman
A mature woman sitting waiting
patiently for her results. Printed
in DLP resin; color may vary.
Note: S-Scale contains two (2)
ﬁgures.Chair sold separately.
FIgures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by
CatzPaw .

We couldn't forget Mrs. Claus!
Here she is standing patiently
waiting on Santa.NOTE:S-Scale
(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures. Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
HERO resin

Paul Revere's Midnight
Ride
The iconic pose Paul Revere on
his horse. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
DLP resin

Peasant Female

Peasant Male

A buxom female dressed in

This male is walking and dressed

midieval attire ready to serve.

in midieval attire ready to serve.

NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

ﬁgures connected by a sprue

ﬁgures connected by a sprue

HO-Scale (1:87) contains 3

HO-Scale (1:87) contains 3

ﬁgures connected by a sprue

ﬁgures connected by a sprue

Figures come unpainted. 3D

Figures come unpainted. 3D

printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Police K-9 Unit Release
Get ready, get set go! The K-9
and his handler are ready to be
released to get the bad guy.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE: Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Police K-9 Unit Run
Go get 'em! Both the K-9 and
Police Oﬃcer are running after
their suspect. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. NOTE:
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

Police K-9 Unit Set

Police K-9 Unit Sit

This set includes one (1) each of

Good boy sit! The Police K-9

our Police K-9 ﬁgures: K-9 Sit, K-9

sitting patiently with his handler.

Walk, K-9 Release, K-9 Run, and

Printed in DLP resin; color may

K-9 Take Down. Note: ﬁgures

vary. NOTE: Figures come

come unpainted. 3D printed and

unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
HERO resin

Material
DLP resin

Police K-9 Unit Take
Down

Police K-9 Unit Walk

He's got you and you ain't going
anywhere! The K-9 has the bad
guy in his grip and isn't letting
go. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Heel. Good boy, heel! The Polie
K-9 falling in step with his
handler as they walk together.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE: Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:43

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Police Oﬃcer Directing
Traﬃc
Need traﬃc control, this is the
ﬁgure for you. Stopping traﬃc

Police Oﬃcer Standing
Waiting

one direction and waving cars on
in the other direction. NOTE SScale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures

This Police Oﬃcer is standing

connected by a sprue 1:32 Scale

patiently taking a statement,

contains 1 ﬁgure HO-Scale

listening to a complaint, or just

(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures

contemplating his next move.

connected by a sprue N-Scale

NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

(1:160) contains 4 ﬁgures

ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.

connected by a sprue Figures

3D printed and shipped by

come unpainted. 3D printed and

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

reserves the right to substitute a

printed item of equal quality and

CatzPaw printed item of equal

detail. Color may vary.

quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:32

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Police Oﬃcer Traﬃc
Control Set

Police Oﬃcer Writing
Ticket
Speeding, illegal parking, noise
violation... a citation is being

This set contains one each of the

written by this Police Oﬃcer.

following Police Oﬃcer Figures:

NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

Directing Traﬃc, Writing Ticket,

ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.

Standing Waiting.Figures come

3D printed and shipped by

unpainted. 3D printed and

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

shipped by CatzPaw.

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
HERO resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Porta Potty Pete V2
We have revised our Porta Potty
Pete ﬁgure and we think made
him more realistic. He is sitting

Rachel Sitting Ground
Coﬀee

with pants down, leaning
forward doing his business. He is
a perfect companion for our
toilets, outhouses, and of course
our porta potties. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. NOTE:SScale (1:64) contains two
ﬁgures.HO-Scale (1:87) contains
three ﬁgures.O-Scale (1:48)
contains one ﬁgure.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Rachel is sitting on the ground
holding a nice warm cup of
coﬀee or hot chocolate. She can
be placed by a campﬁre or any
place she feels comfortable.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTES-Scale (1:64) contains
2 ﬁgures.Figures come
unpainted.3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Ralph the Journeyman
Meat Cutter
Ralph Not So Nice
In honor of our father who will
Ralph Not So Nice is a ﬁgure

be 95 years young August 10,

based upon a photo of my father

2020; we present to you Ralph

during WWII. He had sent me

the Journeyman Meat Cutter.

this photo and I made the ﬁgure

Our father was a Journey Meat

of him for him; he is 95 years

Cutter and this ﬁgure depicts

young. Printed in DLP resin;

him in his youth busy cutting a

color may vary.In honor of James

ribeye into steaks. NOTE S-Scale

Ralph Johnson, 242nd Infantry Rainbow Division, World War II -

(1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures HOScale (1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures O-

European Theater.NOTES:S-Scale

Scale (1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure

(1:64) comes with 2 ﬁgures and 2

Figures come unpainted. 3D

small crates.3D printed and

printed in HERO resin and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin

Ray Sitting Ground

Ross Standing WakingUp

Ray is sitting cross-legged on the

Ross is up early either in the

ground, barefoot and

morning or from a nice nap.

comfortable. Printed in DLP

Stretching his arms and

resin; color may vary. NOTES-

yawning. Printed in DLP resin;

Scale contains 2 ﬁgures.Figures

color may vary. NOTES-Scale

come unpainted. 3D printed and

contains 2 ﬁgures.Figures come

shipped by CatzPaw.

unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Santa Claus Sitting

Santa Claus Standing

Santa Claus in a sitting postion.

Santa is standing with his hands

Great for driving his sleigh or

on his hips - checking to see if

ready for children to come sit on

you were naughty or nice!

his lap. Figures come unpainted.

Figures come unpainted. 3D

3D printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Santa Claus With Toy
Bag

Santa's Toy Bag
Santa's toy bag. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and

Santa with his toy bag, getting

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

ready to select presents. Figures

reserves the right to substitute a

come unpainted. 3D printed and

CatzPaw printed item of equal

shipped by CatzPaw.

quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
HERO resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Shoveling Shannon
Short Order Cook

Shannon is busy cleaning stalls,
moving coal, and shoveling
anything you want. He is

Spatula in hand, this short order

standing more upright, has a ﬂat

cook is ready to ﬂip your

blade shovel wearing a cowboy

burgers. Printed in DLP resin;

had and blue jeans. Printed in

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

DLP resin; color may

(1:64) contains two ﬁgures and a

vary.NOTES-Scale contains 2

set of trays.Figures come

ﬁgures.Figures come unpainted.

unpainted.

3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
DLP resin

Shoveling Steve

Skateboarding Dan
Crouching

Shoveling Steve is slightly bent
and busy moving dirt. He uses a

Dan is an action packed dude

spade type shovel and has on his

riding his skate board through

hard hat and safety vest. Printed

the streets! Here he is crouching

in DLP resin; color may

to pickup speed. Printed in DLP

vary.NOTES-Scale contains 2

resin; color may vary.Note:S-

ﬁgures.Figures come unpainted.

Scale (1:64) comes with 2 ﬁgures.

3D printed and shipped by

Figures come unpainted. 3D

CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Skid Steer Loader
Operator
Skateboarding Dan
Standing Upright

The perfect companion for the
Ertl® Skid Steer Loader. This guy
has his hands on the controls

Dan is an action packed dude

and is wearing is safety vest and

riding his skate board through

hard hat. Note: S-Scale contains

the streets! Here he is standing

two (2) ﬁgures. Ertll® Skid Steer

upright just cruising along.NOTE:

Loader not included. FIgures

S-Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures.

come unpainted. 3D printed and

Figures come unpainted. 3D

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal

Scale
1:64 - S

quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Material
HERO resin

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Snow Sledding
Children

Snow Sledding
Complete Set

Two diﬀerent children riding on
snow disks! One is sitting holding
on tight and one is ﬂailing trying
very hard not to fall oﬀ. Printed
in DLP resin; color may vary.
NOTE:S-Scale contains two (2)
ﬁgures; one of each pose.HOScale contains two (2) ﬁgures;
one of each pose.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Snow Sledding
Couples

This set contains one each of all
of our sledding ﬁgures (nine (9)
in total) along with two
(2) toboggans and four (4) snow
sleds. Printed in DLP resin;
colors may vary.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 -S

Snow Sledding Men

Two diﬀerent couples ready to
ride a snow sled or toboggan!

Two diﬀerent men ready to ride

One couple has a women sitting

a snow sled or toboggan! One is

with a man pushing her and the

sitting and one is kneeling.

other couple is snuggled up

Printed in DLP resin; color may

together. Printed in DLP resin;

vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains two

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

(2) ﬁgures; one of each pose.Sled

contains two (2) ﬁgure sets; one

and toboggan not included; sold

of each pose.Sled and toboggan

separately.Figures come

not included; sold

unpainted. 3D printed and

separately.Figures come

shipped by CatzPaw.

unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 -S

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Snow Sledding
Women
Snowman
Two diﬀerent women ready to
ride a snow sled or toboggan!
One is sitting and one is laying

A snowman printed in white DLP

down. Printed in DLP resin; color

resin; color may vary. Package

may vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains

includes one (1) snowman.Figure

two (2) ﬁgures; one of each

comes unpainted. 3D printed

pose.Sled and toboggan not

and shipped by CatzPaw.

included; sold separately.Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Snowmobile & Rider
A high-end performance
snowmobile and rider, ready to
take on what ever winter throws
at you! Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Snowmobile and
rider come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Snowmobile Rider
A rider for our snowmobile.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:S-Scale contains 2
ﬁgures. Rider comes unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Soldier Oﬃcer
Standing 1800's

Soldier Sentry Cap
1800's

This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The uniform is

Cuthbert, GA. The uniform is

based on Civil War and post Civil

based on Civil War and post Civil

War Era uniforms. Printed in DLP

War Era uniforms. Printed in DLP

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

Scale contains 2 unpainted

Scale contains 2 unpainted

ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3

ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3

unpainted ﬁgures. 3D printed

unpainted ﬁgures. 3D printed

and shipped by CatzPaw.

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Soldier Sentry Hat
1800's

Soldier Sitting Ground
1800's

This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The uniform is

Cuthbert, GA. The uniform is

based on Civil War and post Civil

based on Civil War and post Civil

War Era uniforms. Printed in DLP

War Era uniforms. Printed in DLP

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

resin; color may vary. Note: S-

Scale contains 2 unpainted

Scale contains 2 unpainted

ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3

ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3

unpainted ﬁgures. 3D printed

unpainted ﬁgures. 3D printed

and shipped by CatzPaw.

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Space Family

Stretcher Bearer
Standing

The Space Family and their

This ﬁgure was created for the

RobotThe set contains the

Historical Diorama on display in

following ﬁgures: the Robot, the

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Doctor, Don, John, Maureen,

based on attire worn during the

Judy, Penny, and Will. These

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

ﬁgures are based on the original

However, this ﬁgure can easily

Lost in Space® television series

be adapted for use in other time

and are designed to be used

periods. Printed in DLP resin;

with the Polar Lights Jupiter 2®

color may vary. This ﬁgure could

1:60 scale model.Several years

also be used with a

ago we were approached and

wheelbarrow, hand plow, or

given permission to create the

other push/pull object.NOTE:S-

entire crew of the Jupiter 2 for

Scale (1:64) contains 2

the Polar Lights Jupiter 2 1:60

ﬁgures.HO-Scale (1:87) contains

scale model. We printed the

3 ﬁgures.N-Scale (1:160) contains

original versions on our FDM

4 ﬁgures.O-Scale (1:48) contains

printer. We have reworked the

1 ﬁgure. 3D printed and shipped

ﬁles to print on our new higher

by CatzPaw.

resolution resin printers. The
ﬁgures are printed using Hero
resin from 3D Resin Solutions.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

Stretcher Bearer
Walking Hands Down

Stretcher Bearer
Walking Hands
Forward
This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

based on attire worn during the

based on attire worn during the

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time

However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. This ﬁgure could also be

periods. This ﬁgure could also be

used with a wheelbarrow, hand

used with a wheelbarrow, hand

plow, or other push/pull object.

plow, or other push/pull

3D printed and shipped by

object.NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

contains 2 ﬁgures.Figures come

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

unpainted. 3D printed and

printed item of equal quality and

shipped by CatzPaw.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O

Material
HERO resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Surfer Dude Shaun
Surfer Dude Shawn ready
and waiting to ride the perfect
wave. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. Note:S-Scale (1:64)
comes with one ﬁgure. Figure
comes unpainted. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Video Camera Men
All three of our video camera
men oﬀered in one package:
standing, carrying, and kneeling.
NOTE: Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:32

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
HERO resin

Material
DLP resin

Video Cameraman
Carrying

Video Cameraman
Kneeling

A male ﬁgure standing carrying a
professional grade video camera
on his way to capture the action!
NOTE S-Scale (1:64) contains 2
ﬁgures 1:32 contains 1 ﬁgure
Figures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

A male ﬁgure kneeling holding a
professional grade video camera
ready to capture the
action! Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.NOTE:S-Scale
contains 2 ﬁgures.1:32 contains
1 ﬁgure. Figure comes
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:32

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:32
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Video Cameraman
Standing

Material
DLP resin

WW 2 Army Infantry
Standing Pose 1
A young WW II Enlisted Army

A male ﬁgure standing holding a
professional grade video camera
ready to capture the
action! Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.NOTE:S-Scale
contains 2 ﬁgures.1:32 contains
1 ﬁgure. Figure comes
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Infantry man standing casually
with his left leg slightly bent.
Notes: S-Scale (1:64) includes
two (2) ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)
includes two (2) ﬁgures Figures
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:32

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP resin

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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WW II Army Infantry
Baﬄed

WW II Army Infantry
Knap Sack

A young WW II Enlisted Army

Knap Sacks used by Enlisted

Infantry man scratching his head

Army Infantry as they were

about where and what he needs

heading oﬀ to go overseas.

to do next. Notes: S-Scale (1:64)

Notes: S-Scale (1:64) includes six

includes two (2) ﬁgures O-Scale

(6) ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48) includes

(1:48) includes two (2) ﬁgures

four (4) ﬁgures Figures come

Figures come unpainted. 3D

unpainted. 3D printed and

printed and shipped by

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

reserves the right to substitute a

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

CatzPaw printed item of equal

printed item of equal quality and

quality and detail. Color may

detail. Color may vary.

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

WW II Army Infantry
Set 1

WW II Army Infantry
Set 2

This set contains one each of the

This set contains one each of the

following WW II Army Infanty

following WW II Army Infanty

Figures: Sitting, Standing Pose 1,

Figures: Standing w/Pack Pose 1,

Standing Pose 2, Standing Pose

Standing w/Pack Pose 2, and

3, and Baﬄed. Figures come

Standing w/Pack Pose 3. Figures

unpainted. 3D printed and

come unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

reserves the right to substitute a

reserves the right to substitute a

CatzPaw printed item of equal

CatzPaw printed item of equal

quality and detail. Color may

quality and detail. Color may

vary.

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

WW II Army Infantry
Sitting

WW II Army Infantry
Standing Pose 2
A young WW II Enlisted Army

A young WW II Enlisted Army

Infantry man standing casually

Infantry man sitting, waiting for

with his right leg slightly bent.

his next adventure. Printed in

Notes: S-Scale (1:64) includes

DLP resin; color may vary.

two (2) ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48)

Notes:S-Scale (1:64) includes two

includes two (2) ﬁgures Figures

(2) ﬁguresO-Scale (1:48) includes

come unpainted. 3D printed and

two (2) ﬁgures1:43 includes two

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

(2) ﬁgures.Figures come

reserves the right to substitute a

unpainted. 3D printed and

CatzPaw printed item of equal

shipped by CatzPaw.

quality and detail. Color may

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:43
Material
DLP Resin

vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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WW II Army Infantry
Standing Pose 3
A young WW II Enlisted Army
Infantry man casually standing
casually. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Notes: S-Scale
(1:64) includes two (2) ﬁgures OScale (1:48) includes two (2)
ﬁgures1:43 includes two (2)
ﬁgures. Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

WW II Army Infantry
Standing w/Pack Pose
1
A young WW II Enlisted Army
Infantry man with his knap sack
standing casually with his left leg
slightly bent. Notes: S-Scale
(1:64) includes two (2) ﬁgures OScale (1:48) includes two (2)
ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:43
Material
DLP Resin

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

WW II Army Infantry
Standing w/Pack Pose
2
A young WW II Enlisted Army
Infantry man with his knap sack
standing casually with his right
leg slightly bent. Notes: S-Scale
(1:64) includes two (2) ﬁgures OScale (1:48) includes two (2)
ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

WW II Army Infantry
Standing w/Pack Pose
3
A young WW II Enlisted Army
Infantry man with his knap sack
standing casually. Notes: S-Scale
(1:64) includes two (2) ﬁgures OScale (1:48) includes two (2)
ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

WW II WAC Set

WW II WAC Sitting

This set includes one each of the

A WW II WAC sitting, waiting

following ﬁgures: WW II WAC

impatiently. Notes: S-Scale (1:64)

Standing Pointing, WW II WAC

includes two (2) ﬁgures O-Scale

Sitting, WW II WAC Standing.

(1:48) includes two (2) ﬁgures

Figures come unpainted. 3D

Figures come unpainted. 3D

printed and shipped by

printed and shipped by

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

printed item of equal quality and

printed item of equal quality and

detail. Color may vary.

detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic
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WW II WAC Standing
A WW II WAC waiting impatiently
with her arms crossed. Printed
in DLP resin; color may vary.
Notes:S-Scale (1:64) includes two
(2) ﬁguresO-Scale (1:48) includes
two (2) ﬁgures1:43 includes two
(2) ﬁgures.Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:43
Material
DLP Resin

WW II WAC Standing
Pointing
A WW II WAC busy pointing the
way for some Enlisted men who
need direction. Notes: S-Scale
(1:64) includes two (2) ﬁgures OScale (1:48) includes two (2)
ﬁgures Figures come unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Wilbur
A man standing with his hands

Wildland Fireﬁghter
Female w/Rake

behind him, looking up at the sky
pondering life. He is wearing his
best overalls, cap, and boots.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures. O-Scale (1:48)
contains 1 ﬁgure. Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped CatzPaw.

Because not all Fireﬁghters are
men, here is a female Wildland
Fireﬁghter using a rake to move
the under brush and help
subdue the ﬂames. Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary.NOTE:
S-Scale (1:64) comes with two (2)
ﬁgures. Figure comes unpainted.
Printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin, DLP resin

Scale
1:64 - S

Wildland Fireﬁghter w/
Empty Hands and
Tools
Wildland Fireﬁghter w/
Chainsaw

Fireﬁghter posed to shovel with
empty hands capable of holding
one of the included tools (the

This Wildland Fireﬁghter is

tools press ﬁt into the hands.

equipped with a 36" bar

The tool set includes: chainsaw,

chainsaw and is ready to begin

Pulaski, rake, spade, ﬂat blade

cutting. Printed in DLP resin;

shovel, ﬁre pump nozzle, and ﬁre

color may vary.NOTE: S-Scale

pump (1 piece of 30 gauge wire

(1:64) comes with two (2) ﬁgures.

included to connect ﬁre pump

Figure comes unpainted. Printed

and ﬁre pump nozzle). Printed in

and shipped by CatzPaw.

DLP resin; color may vary.NOTE:
S-Scale (1:64) comes with two (2)

Scale
1:64 - S

ﬁgures and one (1) set of tools.
Figure comes unpainted. Printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
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Wildland Fireﬁghter w/
Fire Pump
Fireﬁghter with an Indian® style
Fire Pump on his back hosing
down the ﬂames. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary.NOTE: SScale (1:64) comes with two (2)
ﬁgures and two pieces of 30
gauge red wire to use as pump
hose. Figure comes unpainted.
Printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Wildland Fireﬁghter w/
Pulaski
Fireﬁghter with an Pulaski® axe
posed to clear under brush and
keep the ﬂames from spreading.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary.NOTE: S-Scale (1:64) comes
with two (2) ﬁgures. Figure
comes unpainted. Printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Willard Crouching
Wildland Fireﬁghter w/
Radio

A nice older gentelman slightly
crouched as he stands. Printed

Fireﬁghter on his radio leaning
on his Pulaski calling in the
status. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary.NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)
comes with two (2) ﬁgures.
Figure comes unpainted. Printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

in DLP resin; color may vary.
NOTESFigures come
unpainted.S-Scale (1:64) contains
2 ﬁgures.O-Scale (1:48) contains
1 ﬁgure. 3D printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP Resin

William Missing
Button

Willene
A nice country girl, sitting
patiently holding her bag,

Our fellow standing with his

dressed in her "go to meeting"

hands up and his belly slightly

clothes, boots, and poke bonnet.

exposed...where did that button

Printed in DLP resin; color may

go? Printed in DLP resin; color

vary. NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)

may vary. NOTE O-Scale (1:48)

contains 2 ﬁgures. O-Scale (1:48)

contains 1 ﬁgure S-Scale (1:64)

contains 1 ﬁgure. Figures come

contains 2 ﬁgures Figures come

unpainted. 3D printed and

unpainted. 3D printed and

shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP Resin
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Wilson

Winston Standing
Hands in Pockets

A nice young gentleman sitting
down with his armed crossed
who just might not be happy

A dapper gentleman standing

with what is going on. Wearing a

with his hands in his pockets

collared shirt and suspenders.

sporting suspenders. Printed in

Printed in DLP resin; color may

DLP resin; color may vary. NOTE

vary. NOTE: S-Scale (1:64)

O-Scale (1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure

contains 2 ﬁures. O-Scale (1:48)

S-Scale (1:64) contains 2 ﬁgures

contains 1 ﬁgure. Figures come

Figures come unpainted. 3D

unpainted. 3D printed and

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP Resin

Material
DLP resin

Woman Sitting Long
Dress

Woman Stand Long
Dress Hat
This ﬁgure was created for the

This ﬁgure was created for the

Historical Diorama on display in

Historical Diorama on display in

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is

based on attire worn during the

based on attire worn during the

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

Civil War and post Civil War Era.

However, this ﬁgure can easily

However, this ﬁgure can easily

be adapted for use in other time

be adapted for use in other time

periods. NOTES-Scale (1:64)

periods. 3D printed and shipped

contains 2 ﬁguresHO-Scale

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

(1:87) contains 3 ﬁguresN-Scale

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

(1:60) contains 4 ﬁguresO-Scale

printed item of equal quality and

(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure Figures

detail. Color may vary.

come unpainted. 3D printed in
HERO resin and shipped by

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin

Woman Walk Long
Dress Hat Buckets
This ﬁgure was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in
Cuthbert, GA. The clothing is
based on attire worn during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, this ﬁgure can easily
be adapted for use in other time
periods. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. NOTESFigures
come unpainted.S-Scale (1:64)
contains 2 ﬁgures.N-Scale (1:160)
contains 4 ﬁgures.HO-Scale
(1:87) contains 3 ﬁgures.O-Scale
(1:48) contains 1 ﬁgure. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin
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Burn Barrelll Flickering
BBQ Grill Flickering

Let us light up our life with a
ﬂickering Burn Barrel. Included is

Let us light up our life with a
ﬂickering BBQ Grill. Included is
one 3D printed BBQ grill with a
ﬂickering LED driving the
realism. The grill is printed in
black HERO DLP resin. Package
includes one (1) Flickering BBQ
Grill in the power option
selected. And one of the
following power options:- 3V
Option includes battery (CR2032)
and power switch assembly.7-19v AC/DC/DCC option
includes rectiﬁer assembly.Woodland Scenics® Just
PlugTM Lighting System
compatible wire assembly. We
source all of our LED's from the
great folks at Evan Designs. Click
here to be directed to their
website. 3D printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

one 3D printed Burn barrel with
a ﬂickering LED driving the
realism. The barrel is printed in
black ABS plastic and the
burning debris is printed in red
and brown ABS plastic. You can
see the burn barrell in action by
clicking here: Burn Barrels Video.
NOTE: the N-Scale (1:160) does
not ﬂicker, it has a steady glow.
Package includes one (1)
Flickering Burn Barrel in the
power option selected. Power
options:- 3V Option includes
battery (CR2032) and power
switch assembly.- 7-19v AC/DC/
DCC option includes rectiﬁer
assembly.- Woodland
Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting
System compatible wire
assembly. We source all of our
LED's from the great folks at
Evan Designs. Click here to be

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC,
WS Just Flickering
Plug Compatible
Campﬁre

Let us light up our life with a

directed to their website. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC, WS Just Plug Compatible

ﬂickering campﬁre. Included is
one 3D printed campﬁre with a
ﬂickering LED driving the
realism. The campﬁre is printed

Flying Saucer Lit

in gray, red and brown ABS
plastic. Package includes one (1)
Flickering campﬁre in the power
option selected. Note: ﬁgure is
not included, but can be
purchased separately. Power
options:- 3V Option includes
battery (CR2032) and power
switch assembly.- 7-19v AC/DC/
DCC option includes rectiﬁer
assembly.- Woodland
Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting
System compatible wire
assembly. We source all of our
LED's from the great folks at
Evan Designs. Click here to be
directed to their website. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Experience close encounters of
the "scale" kind with CatzPaw's
custom build lighted ﬂying
saucer in S-Scale! The S-Scale
Flying Saucer measures
149.3mm in diameter. The ship
can have either solid LED lights
on the sides or chaser LED lights
the circle the ship in an on/oﬀ
pattern. The top and bottom
contain ﬂickering LEDs. Click
here to view a video of solid LED
side lights and click here to see
the chaser LED lights. Contact us
to discuss paint ﬁnish, LED style
and color. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC, WS Just Plug Compatible
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green color to represent the
various fuel suppliers at the
time. The fuel nozzle is printed in

Ghost Family Lighted

gray ABS plastic and is attached
to the pump with black wire,
allowing the fuel nozzle to be
placed in various positions. For
your convenience we
provide pump dials printed on
photo paper. We are not decal
manufacturers and leave that up
to the decal specialist. Package
Includes the following in the
selected color:2 - 1940s-50s Era
Gas Pumps2 - Fuel Nozzle &
Hose assemblies1 - Dial Label
sheetAnd one of the following
power options:- 3V Option
includes battery (CR2032) and
power switch assembly.- 7-19v
AC/DC/DCC option includes
rectiﬁer assembly.- Woodland
Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting
System compatible wire
assembly. We source all of our
LED's from the great folks at
Evan Designs. Click here to be
directed to their website. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:29 - #2, 1:22.5 - G

When Glow-in-the-Dark is not
enough - light up those ghosts!
S-Scale (1:64) Ghost family
includes papa, mamma, and
child ghost printed in glow-inthe-dark ABS plastic. Package
includes three (3) ﬁgures,
mamma, papa, and junior; in
the power option selected.
Power options: - 3V Option
includes battery (CR2032) and
power switch assembly.- 7-19v
AC/DC/DCC option includes
rectiﬁer assembly.- Woodland
Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting
System compatible wire
assembly. We source all of our
LED's from the great folks at
Evan Designs. Click here to be
directed to their website. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC, WS Just Plug Compatible

Traﬃc Barrels Flashing

Color
Jack-O-Lantern Lighted
Red, Green, Blue, Orange,
Yellow

are two (2) 3D Printed traﬃc

When
need that extra touch,
Poweryou
Option

barrels and two (2) 3D printed

3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
Lantern
in orange
ABS
DCC, WSprinted
Just Plug
Compatible

traﬃc barrels with orange

use a lighted Jack-O-

Let us light up our life with a set
ﬂashing traﬃc barrels. Included

ﬂashing LED's driving the

plastic. Package includes one (1)

realism. The traﬃc barrels are

Jack-O-Lantern in the power

printed in orange and white ABS

option selected. Power options: -

plastic. NOTE: G-Scale (1:22.5)

3V Option includes battery

includes only the two (2) Flashing

(CR2032) and power switch

Traﬃc Barrels. Power options:-

assembly.- 7-19v AC/DC/DCC

3V Option includes battery

option includes rectiﬁer

(CR2032) and power switch

assembly.- Woodland

assembly.- 7-19v AC/DC/DCC

Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting

option includes rectiﬁer

System compatible wire

assembly.- Woodland

assembly. We source all of our

Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting

LED's from the great folks at

System compatible wire

Evan Designs. Click here to be

assembly. We source all of our

directed to their website. 3D

LED's from the great folks at
Evan Designs. Click here to be

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

directed to their website. 3D

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC, WS Just Plug Compatible

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G
Power Option
3V DC Battery, 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC, WS Just Plug Compatible
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7-19V AC/DC/DCC
Rectiﬁer

6 spoked Gear Pulley

3V DC to 7-19V AC/DC/
DCC rectiﬁer assembly. Replaces
3V battery for operation

6 spoked Gear Pulley for use in
an HO scale gantry scene. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways.

from rails or DCC controller. To
use, cut the leads from the 3V
battery pack and replace with
the rectiﬁer assembly. Solder the
leads of the rectiﬁer to the

Scale
1:87 - HO

lighted object. Connect the

Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Natural Versatile Plastic

the pigtail. Package includes: one

pigtail leads to the rails or DCC
controller. Plug the rectiﬁer into
(1) rectiﬁer assembly, one (1)
pigtail assembly, and heat shrink
tubing. Shipped by CatzPaw.

LED Size
NANO/CHIP/1.8 (Other
Scales), PICO (N-Scale)

Grinder Mixer Auger
Replacement
This is a replacement auger arm
for a 1:64 scale grinder mixer.
Fits Ertl and other manufacturer
models. NOTE: this item is the
auger arm only and does not
include the mixer. The small part
of the arm will need to be
snapped on to the long shaft and

Battery 3v Lithium
Coin Cell (CR2032)

should rotate freely about the
axis. The completed arm then
snaps on the mixer itself. If the
ﬁt on the mixer is to tight,

Replacement battery for

slightly sand the inner portion of

CatzPaw's LED driven product

the connector. 3D printed and

line.3v coin cell battery

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

(CR2032)Lithium, non-

reserves the right to substitute a

rechargeableCapacity:

CatzPaw printed item of equal

225mAhPackage includes one (1)

quality and detail. Color may

CR2032 battery. Shipped by

vary.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Yellow Processed Versatile
Plastic, Red Processed
Versatile Plastic, Orange
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Green Processed Versatile
Plastic, Blue Processed
Versatile Plastic, White
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Purple Processed Versatile
Plastic, Pink Processed
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HO Truck Mounting
Pins

Grommets
A set of ten (10) grommets
measuring 1/2" 1/4" each;
printed in gray ABS plastic. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

A set of 10 HO Truck Mounting
Pins printed in gray Hero Resin.
Maximum diameter: 4.3
mmMinimum diameter: 2.0
mmTotal Height: 8.3 mm 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

LED Warm White CHIP
Lighting Assembly
Just Plug WS Rectiﬁer
Assembly

These small LEDs are known as
surface mount LEDs, SMD LEDs,

Replaces 3V battery for

or Chip LEDs. They are very small

operation from Woodland

and compact yet very bright!.

Scenics® Just PlugTM Lighting

The beneﬁt of a ﬂat and compact

System. To use, unplug the 3V

LED chip is that it still ﬁves a

battery pack and replace with

great amount of light, but can be

the rectiﬁer assembly; align red

mounted ﬂush, with no bulb

dot on connector with red power

shape showing. Package

wire. Package includes: one (1)

includes:1 - prewired warm

rectiﬁer assembly.

white CHIP LED1 - 3v Battery

Assembled and shipped by

Assembly (3V CR2032 battery,

CatzPaw.

battery holder, and push button
switch)1 - 7-19v AC/DC/DCC

LED Size
NANO/CHIP/1.8 (Other
Scales), PICO (N-Scale)

rectiﬁer assembly For more
types of LEDs, see our friends at
Model Train Software
Assembled and shipped by
CatzPaw.

LED Yellow 1.8mm
Flickering (3v)
A ﬂickering LED that never goes

LED Yellow 3.0mm
Flickering (3v)

out, it just goes up and down in
brightness in a nice random
pattern. This LED is used in our
Flickering Campﬁres, BBQ Grills,
and Burn Barrels. They are also
great for torches, oil lamps, cole
in a blacksmith's forge and other
places where a soft subtle ﬂicker
is needed. At 1.8mm, the ﬂicker

A ﬂickering LED that never goes
out, it just goes up and down in
brightness in a nice random
pattern. This LED is used in our
Flickering Campﬁres, BBQ Grills,
and Burn Barrels. They are also
great for torches, oil lamps, cole

LED can ﬁt in areas where it is

in a blacksmith's forge and other

not practical for a larger LED.

is needed. At 3.0mm, the ﬂicker

These ﬂickering LEDs are wired
with a minimum of 8 inch,
maximum 14 inch, 28 AWG
Kynar hookup wire; no resistors
needed when operating at 3v
DC. Package includes one (1)
prewired LED. For more types
of LEDs, see our friends at Model

places where a soft subtle ﬂicker
LED can ﬁt in areas where it is
not practical for a larger LED.
These ﬂickering LEDs are not
prewired; no resistors needed
when operating at 3v DC.
Package includes two (2) LEDs.
Shipped by CatzPaw.

Train Software Shipped by
CatzPaw.
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LED Yellow Pico SMD
Chip (3v)
These super small LEDs are

Smoke Unit Impeller
Replacement for
Lionel®

known as surface mount LEDs,
SMD LEDs, or Chip LEDs. They
are very small and compact yet
very bright!. The beneﬁt of a ﬂat
and compact LED chip is that it
still ﬁves a great amount of light,
but can be mounted ﬂush, with
no bulb shape showing. These
chip LEDs are wired with 8 inch
red/green superﬁne magnet
wire; no resistors needed for 3v
DC operation. Package includes
one (1) prewired LED. For more
types of LEDs, see our friends at
Model Train Software Shipped by

A replacement Lionel® Smoke
Unit Impeller(0.450" diameter)
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Material
White Natural Versatile
Plastic, Black Natural Versatile
Plastic, Red Processed
Versatile Plastic, Orange
Processed Versatile Plastic

CatzPaw.

Steam Whistle
We created the steam whistle
just for the fun of it! Who doesn't
love the sound of a steam
whistle? The whistle is printed in
ABS plastic and is totally safe
and non-toxic. The whistle is
available in several diﬀerent
colors.Click here to hear that
whistle blow: Steam Whistle
Video/Audo Sample 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
blue, yellow, ﬂuorescent
green, red, pink, green,
orange, brown, gray, black

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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3-Arm Telephone Pole

8 Point Buck Wall
Mount Trophey

This is an S-Scale 3-Arm
Telephone pole with a pole

Tis the season, hunting season,

height of 29 scale feet. The

deer season that is... We have

cross-arms are 9.5 scale feet

had a lot of requests for this

with a square outline; typical of

item, so here it is: an 8 point

poles used from the 1900's

buck wall mount trophy. NOTE S-

forward. 3D printed and shipped

Scale (1:64) comes with three (3)

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

trophy's in the package.HO-Scale

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

(1:87) comes with four (4)

printed item of equal quality and

trophy's in the package. The

detail. Color may vary.

ﬁgures are printed using HERO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Natural Versatile
Plastic, Smoothest Fine Detail
Plastic

resin from 3D Resin Solutions;
color may vary. The trophy
comes unpainted. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Material
HERO Resin

BBQ Grill
Aluminium Ingot
BBQ Grill available in gray or
black. Printed in HERO resin.
An aluminium ingot printed in

Package includes one (1) BBQ

gray ABS plastic. Package

Grill in the selected color. 3D

includes one (1) ingot. 3D printed

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:160 - N

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Color
Gray, Black

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Backyard BBQ Set
The Backyard BBQ set contains
everything you need for the
perfect outdoor grilling
experience. No detail is
overlooked, we even include
ribeye steaks. Set Includes1 BBQ Grill, printed in gray
HERO resin1 - Picnic Table,

Bathroom Sink Dual
Commercial

printed in brown HERO resin1 Round 2 gallon Cooler, printed in
orange HERO resin1 - Round 5
gallon Cooler, printed in orange
HERO resin1 - 52 Quart Cooler
with the lid closed, printed in
blue HERO resin1 - 52 Quart
Cooler with the lid open, printed
in blue HERO resin1 - Six Pack,
printed in gray HERO resin1 - Six
Pack, printed in blue HERO

A commercial style dual cabinet
sink just like you see in public
restrooms. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Package includes
one (1) Commercial Bathroom
Sink. SInk come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

resin4 - Ribeye Steaks, printed in
red ABS plasticNOTE:HO-Scale
(1:87) contains two (2) 5 Gallon
Round Coolers versus one 2 and
one 5 Gallon cooler. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Build-A-Still Set
The Build-a-Still set contains
everything you need to start
making your own moonshine,
including Moonshine Mike our
local expert on the subject.
Pictured is just one display
option, the still can be
conﬁgured by you to meet your

Battery Set
Automotive Size 31

speciﬁc needs. Set Includes2 Moonshine Jugs, printed in stone
and brown ABS plastic1 Moonshine Furnace/Cooker2 -

Eight (8) size 31 automotive

55 Gallon Wood Barrels, printed

batteries printed in DLP resin;

in brown and gray ABS plastic4 -

color may vary. 3D Printed and

Cinder Blocks, printed in

shipped by CatzPaw.

gray HERO DLP resin1 - Riﬂe,
HERO DLP resin1 - Moonshine

Scale
1:64 - S

Mike, printed by Shapeways
in Frosted Extreme Detail1 - set
of copper coils/connectors/

Material
DLP resin

spouts (made from copper wire)
NOTE:N-Scale does not include
cinder blocks.G-Scale has two (2)
cinder blocks. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail for Shapeways
printed items. Color may vary.

Scale
S (1:64), HO (1:87), N (1:160),
O (1:48), G (1:22.5)

Cable Reel Empty
An empty wooden style cable

Cable Reel Partially
Full

reel. With slight pressure the
cable reel can be separated from
the frame and made to rotate;
perfect for loading the reel up
with your own cable alternative.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

A wooden style cable reel
approximately 3/4 full of cable.
3D printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic
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Canoe
A canoe available in green, gray,
brown, blue, red, and yellow.

Campﬁre Set

Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. Package includes one (1)
canoe in the selected color; Z-

S-Scale (1:64) campﬁre printed in

Scale includes two (2) canoes in

gray, brown, and red ABS plastic.

the selected color. 3D printed

Package includes two (2)

and shipped by CatzPaw.

campﬁres. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
S-Scale, HO-Scale, N-Scale, ZScale, O-Scale, G-Scale (1:22.5)
Color
Green, Blue, Gray, Brown,
Red, Yellow

Casket Toe Pincher

Chainsaw 16" Bar
Light Duty

Toe pincher style caskets
available in brown and gray ABS
plastic. Package includes two (2)

This is modeled after a light duty

caskets in the selected color.

chainsaw with a 16 scale inch

Note: G-Scale contains only one

bar. Printed in DLP resin; color

(1) casket in the selected color.

may vary. There are

3D printed and shipped by

three chainsaws per package. 3D

CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

Scale
1:64 - S

Color
Brown, Gray

Material
DLP resin

Chainsaw Magnum
59" Bar
Cinder Blocks
This is modeled after the Stihl
Magnum heavy-duty chainsaw

Cinder blocks printed in gray

with a 59 scale inch bar. Printed

DLP resin; color may vary.

in DLP resin; color may

Package includes 12 cinder

vary.There are three chainsaws

blocks. 3D printed and shipped

per package.3D printed and

by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
HERO resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Cola Drink Box Vintage

Civil War Cannon

A vintage cola drink box based
on the Coca Cola® Cavalier CMCD Drink Box Cooler Machine

Exactly what it says, a cannon
from the Civil War. Printed in
DLP resin; color may
vary.Cannon comes unpainted.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

manufactured in the late 1940's
through 1950's. The detail show
the two opening top lids, angled
sides, and bottle cap remover
catcher. NOTE: Z-Scale (1:220)
has two drink boxes connected
by a sprue. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

shipped by CatzPaw printed in

Material
DLP Resin

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:32, 1:22.5

red HERO resin.

Material
HERO resin

Cooler Collection
Concert Speakers
A collection of coolers available
in blue, green, and red HERO
Concert speakers, printed in

resin. Package Includes the

black DLP resin; color may vary.

following in the color selected:1 -

S-Scale (1:64) contains 2

Cooler 2 Gallon Round1 - Cooler

speakers.HO-Scale (1:87)

5 Gallon Round1 - Cooler 52

contains 4 speakers. 3D printed

Quart Cooler Lid Closed1 -

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Cooler 52 Quart Cooler Lid Open

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O

Material
DLP resin

Color
Blue, Green, Red

Coolers Closed Lid

Coolers Open Lid

A set of 52 quart coolers with the

A set of 52 quart coolers with the

lid closed. Available in blue,

lid open. Available in blue, green,

green, and red HERO resin.

and red HERO resin. Package

Package includes two (2) coolers

includes two (2) coolers in the

in the selected color. 3D printed

selected color. 3D printed and

and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:32 - #1

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:32 - #1

Color
Red, Green, Blue

Color
Red, Green, Blue

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Coolers Round
Igloo® style round coolers in 2
and 5 gallon sizes. Available in

Crate Small Square

orange, blue, red, green, and
yellow HERO resin. Package
includes two (2) 2 gallon coolers
and one (1) 5 gallon cooler in the
selected color.NOTE: N-Scale
(1:160) contains two (2) 5 gallon
coolers. 3D printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

A small square crate
approximately 1.5 scale feet.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary.NOTES:S-Scale (1:64) set
contains 6 crates.Crates come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:32 - #1

Scale
1:64 - S

Color
Yellow, Orange, Blue, Red,
Green

Desk Set
The desk set contains one desk
base and two diﬀerent desktop
options: one empty and one with
a blotter, letter tray, and books

Dog House

molded in. Simply select the
desktop you which to use and
aﬁx it to the base. Pieces come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw in gray
HERO resin.

S-Scale (1:64) dog house printed
in brown HERO resin. Package
includes one (1) dog house. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
HERO Resin

Dome Tent
This Dome Tent is the perfect
shelter for your next

Drive-in Speaker

basecamp adventure. The tent
sleeps up to 6 people and is
ideal for use in 3 seasons.
The zipper door is tied open and
the rear window is zippered
closed. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Tent comes
unpainted. 3D printed and

Six (6) speakers to use in your
local drive-in. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Feed Troughs 4 Foot

Feed Sled

S-Scale (1:64) feed troughs
S-Scale (1:64) feed sled ready to

available in gray (galvanized

haul grain and other items

steel) and brown (wood) ABS

around your farm. The feed sled

plastic. Package includes two (2)

is printed in brown DLP resin;

troughs in the selected color. 3D

color may vary. Package includes

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

one (1) feed sled. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Fire Hydrants
Four ﬁre hydrants printed in
HERO resin.NOTE:Z-Scale (1:220)
contains eight (8) ﬁre hydrants.
3D printed and shipped
by Catzpaw.

Color
Gray, Brown

Fuel Can w/Spout
NATO® "Jerry" style fuel cans
with pouring spout. Gas cans can
be ordered in red, diesel cans in
yellow, and kerosene in blue. Set
includes four cans printed in
HERO resin. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Color
Red, Yellow, Gray

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Red, Blue, Yellow

Garbage Can
Collection
Fuel Cans w/Cap

S-Scale (1:64) commercial
garbage can and round garbage

NATO® "Jerry" style fuel cans

cans. The lids on the

with capped closure. Gas cans

commercial garbage can are

can be ordered in red, diesel

printed separate and are

cans in yellow, and kerosene in

shipped loose so you can choose

blue. Set includes four cans

if the can is open, closed.The

printed in HERO resin. 3D

collection is available in green/

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

black and blue/black DLP resin;
colors may vary. Package

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

includes the following items in
the color selected:1 -

Material
Red, Blue, Yellow

Commercial Garbage Can2 Round Garbage Cans 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
Green, Blue

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Garbage Can
Commercial
A commercial style garbage can.

Garbage Can for
Cancer Awareness

The lids are printed separate and
are shipped loose so you can
choose if the can is open, closed.
Available in blue/black or green/
black DLP resin; colors may vary.
Package includes one (1)
commercial garbage can in the
selected color. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

S-Scale (1:64) square garbage
can printed in pink with the
Cancer Awareness symbol on
the front. A portion of the
proceeds for this items donated
to the Susan G Komen for the
Cure Foundation. Package
includes one (1) Cancer
Awareness Garbage can. 3D

Scale
1:64 - S

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
Green, Blue

Garbage Cans 31
Gallon Metal

Garbage Cans 50's Era
Square
Square garbage cans based on

Round metal style 31 gallon

the 1950's diner trash cans.

garbage cans printed in gray

Available in stone and green ABS

HERO resin. Package includes

plastic. Package includes two (2)

two (2) garbage cans.NOTE: G-

cans in the color selected. 3D

Scale (1:22.5) includes one (1)

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

garbage can. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:53
Color
Stone, Green

Garbage Cans Round

Garbage Cans Square
Wheeled

S-Scale (1:64) round garbage

Square garbage cans with

cans printed in DLP resin.

wheels. Printed in DLP resin;

Available in green and blue;

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale

color may vary. Package includes

(1:64) contains two (2) cans.Cans

two (2) round garbage cans in

come unpainted. 3D printed and

the selected color. 3D printed

shipped by CatzPaw.

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
Blue, Green

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Gas Cylinders

Gas Lamp

Gas cylinders in two sizes
medium and large. Available in

A turn of century (the last

red, blue, green, yellow, and

century that is) gas lamp

gray. Printed in DLP resin; color

measuring 15 scale feet. Printed

may vary. Package includes

in DLP resin; color may vary.

two (2) medium and two (2) large

Note:S-Scale (1:64) contains 4

cylinder in the color selected. 3D

lamps. 3D printed and shipped

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

by CatzPaw.Designed by
Archangel Design: https://

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

archangeldesign3d.com

Color
Green, Blue, Red, Yellow, Gray

Scale
1:64 - S

Gas Pumps 1940-50's
Era
Gas Pumps 1960's Era
1940-50's era gas pumps. The
pump is printed in ABS plastic
and is available in red, blue,

Two 1960'-70's era gas pumps

orange, yellow, and green to

with nozzles printed in gray DLP

represent the various fuel

resin; color may vary. The

suppliers at the time. The

fuel nozzle is attached to the

fuel nozzle is printed in gray ABS

pump using black wire,

plastic and is attached to the

allowing the fuel nozzle to be

pump using black wire,

placed in various positions. For

allowing the fuel nozzle to be

your convenience we

placed in various positions. For

provide pump dials printed on

your convenience we

photo paper. We are not decal

provide pump dials printed on

manufacturers and leave that up

photo paper. We are not decal

to the decal specialist. Package

manufacturers and leave that up

Includes the following in the

to the decal specialist. Package

selected color:2 - 1960'-70's Gas

Includes the following in the

Pumps4 - Fuel Nozzle & Hose

selected color:2 - 1940s-50s Era

assemblies1 - Logo & Dial Label

Gas Pumps2 - Fuel Nozzle &

sheet 3D printed and shipped by

Hose assemblies1 - Dial Label

CatzPaw.

sheet 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
DLP Resin

Color
Red, Green, Blue, Orange,
Yellow

Gas Pumps Modern
Modern style gas pumps. The
pump is printed in DLP resin and
is available in red, blue, orange,
yellow, green, black and gray to
represent the various fuel
suppliers of the time. The
fuel nozzle is printed in gray
DLP resin and is attached to the

Hair Stylist Chair

pump using black wire,
allowing the fuel nozzle to be
placed in various positions.

Hop in this salon/barber chair

Colors may vary. For your

and get ready for a much

convenience we provide pump

needed haircut. Printed in DLP

dials printed on photo paper. We

resin; color may vary. NOTE:S-

are not decal manufacturers and

Scale contains 2 chairs. Figure

leave that up to the decal

comes unpainted.

specialist. Package Includes the

Scale
1:64 - S

following in the selected color:2 Modern Era Gas Pumps4 - Fuel
Nozzle & Hose assemblies1 Logo & Dial Label sheet 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
Color

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Hay Bale Feeder
Round
Round hay bale feeder available

Hay Bale Round 5' x 6'

in red, green, and gray ABS
plastic. Package includes two (2)
hay bale feeders in the selected
color. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

S-Scale (1:64) 5' x 6' round hay
bale printed in stone ABS plastic.
Package includes two (2) hay
bales. 3D printed and shipped by

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

CatzPaw.

Color
Gray, Red, Green

Ice Block 300 LB

Ice Merchandiser

300 pound ice blocks ready to

Ice Merchandiser just like you

cool you down on those hot

see sitting in front of your

summer days. Get your ice in

favorite convenience store.

either clear (transparent) for

Printed in white DLP resin; color

foggy (white) ABS plastic.

may vary. Package includes one

Package includes four (4) ice

(1) Ice Merchandiser.NOTE: Z-

blocks in the selected color. 3D

Scale (1:220) includes two (2) Ice

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Merchandisers.Item comes
unpainted. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
Transparent, White

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

Kayak Covered

Jack-O-Lantern
Collection

Kayak covered for storage and
travel. Available in green, gray,
brown, blue, red, and yellow DLP
resin; color may vary. Package
includes one (1) kayak in the

Jack-o-lanterns in various sizes

selected color.NOTE: N-Scale

and expressions printed in

(1:160) & Z-Scale (1:220) includes

orange ABS plastic. Package

two (2) kayaks in the selected

includes six (6) jack-o-lanterns.

color. 3D printed and shipped by

3D printed and shipped by

CatzPaw.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O

Color
green, gray, brown, blue, red,
yellow

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Kayak Open
Kayak Long
Kayak covered for storage and
travel. Available in green, gray,
A long kayak with open

brown, blue, red, and yellow DLP

seating. Available in green, gray,

resin; colors may vary. Package

brown, blue, red, orange, and

includes one (1) kayak in the

yellow ABS plastic. Package

selected color.NOTE: N-Scale

includes one (1) kayak in the

(1:160) & Z-Scale (1:220) includes

selected color. 3D printed and

two (2) kayaks in the selected

shipped by CatzPaw.

color. 3D printed and shipped by

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:22.5 - G
Color
green, gray, brown, blue, red,
orange, yellow

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Color
green, gray, brown, blue, red,
yellow

Ladders
Ladder Collection
Your choice of ladders in the
Ladders in the most popular
sizes ready for the toughest
jobs. Set collection includes the
following items printed in DLP
resin; color may vary. 1 - Six (6')
Scale Foot Ladder 1 - Eight (8')
Scale Foot Ladder 1 - Ten (10')
Scale Ladder 1 - Twelve (12')
Scale Foot Ladder 1 - Eight (8')
Scale Foot Folding Ladder 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

following sizes:

Six (6')

Scale Foot Ladder

Eight (8')

Scale Foot Ladder

Ten (10')

Scale Ladder

Twelve (12')

Scale Foot Ladder

Eight (8')

Scale Foot Folding Ladder
Note:S-Scale (1:64) contains four
(4) ladders in the selected size
except the folding ladder with
contains two (2) ladders. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP Resin

Size
6 Scale Feet, 8 Scale Feet, 10
Scale Feet, 12 Scale Feet,
Folding Ladder

Mailbox USPS
Traditional
Mailbox USPS
Gooseneck

Four traditional style USPS
Mailboxes available in blue,
green, and gray. Printed in DLP

Modern "gooseneck" style USPS

resin; color may vary. NOTE: Z-

mail drop box printed in blue

Scale (1:220) includes eight (8)

ABS plastic. Package includes

mailboxes printed in blue

four (4) mailboxes. 3D printed

DLP resin. 3D printed and

and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O
Color
Blue, Green, Gray

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Mailboxes Rural
Wooden Post
Mailboxes Rural
Modern

Wooden post style mailboxes
available in gray, black, and
white with brown posts printed
in HERO Resin. N (1:160) and Z

Modern style rural mailboxes
available in green, light brown,
and black printed in HERO resin.
Package includes two (2)
mailboxes in the selected color.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

(1:220) scales are printed in a
single color. NOTE:S-Scale (1:64)
includes two (2) mailboxes in the
selected color.HO-Scale (1:87)
includes two (2) mailboxes in the
selected color.N-Scale (1:160)
includes four (4) mailboxes.ZScale (1:220) includes six (6)

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Color
green, tan, black

mailboxes. Flags come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z
Color
gray, black, white, Brown

Mason Jar Crate
Empty

Man Hole Covers 36"

A set of six crates based on the
mason jar crate. It is
approximately two scale feet
square with three scale inch

S-Scale (1:64) 36 inch man hole

sections. Actual measurements

covers printed in DLP resin; color

are: 9.7mm square outside

may vary. Package includes

dimension, 8.3mm by 2.4mm

eight (8) man hole covers. 3D

sections, and 3.8 mm tall.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Milk Jugs (S)
Mason Jars Crated
S-Scale (1:64) milk jugs just like
Mason jars crated and ready for
delivery. The crate is printed in
brown HERO resin and the
mason jars (lids) are printed in
gray HERO resin. Package
includes two (2) crates of mason
jars. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

those used on the farms to hold
fresh milk. Includes four milk
jugs connected by a sprue. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Material
White Processed Versatile
Plastic, Smooth Fine Detail
Plastic
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Moonshine Jug Crate
Empty
A set of six crates based on the
moonshine jug crate. It is just
over two scale feet square.
Actual measurements are:
11.5mm square outside
dimension, 10.5mm square
inside, and 6 mm tall. Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Moonshine Jugs
Moonshine jugs printed in
brown HERO resin. The perfect
container for the latest run of
moonshine. Package includes
four (4) moonshine jugs.NOTE:
G-Scale (1:22.5) includes one (1)
moonshine jug. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G

Oﬃce Furniture Set
A complete set of oﬃce
furniture. Perfect for a doctors

Moonshine Jugs
Crated

oﬃce, business oﬃce, or any
oﬃce. The set contains the
following items: one (1) desk
(with two optional desktops), one

S-Scale (1:64) moonshine jugs

(1) desk chair, one (1) ﬁle

crated and ready for delivery.

cabinet, and two (2) visitor

The crate and jugs are

chairs. The desk comes with one

separate items so you can

base and two diﬀerent desktop

customize how full or empty

options: one empty and one with

you want the crate to be. The

a blotter, letter tray, and books

crate and moonshine jugs are

molded in. Simply select the

printed in DLP resin; colors may

desktop you which to use and

vary. Package includes:4 -

aﬁx it to the base. Pieces come

Moonshine Jugs1 - Moonshine

unpainted. 3D printed and

Crate 3D printed and shipped by

shipped by CatzPaw in gray
HERO resin.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin

Oil Can Racks
Two (2) oil can racks that are

Paint Buckets 5 Gallon

perfect to sit next to your gas
pumps or in your garage. The
rack is gray and can s are

5 gallon paint buckets printed in

available in: white, red, blue,

white HERO Resin. Includes

yellow, orange, green, and gray.

metal for handles that can be

Printed in DLP resin; colors may

attached in either the up or

vary. 3D printed and shipped by

down position. Package includes

CatzPaw.

two (2) paint buckets. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:32 - #1

Color
Green, White, Red, Blue,
Yellow, Orange, Gray

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Pallets 48x48
Parking Bumpers
Four 48 x 48 scale inch pallets
printed in HERO resin; color may
vary. 3D printed and shipped by

S-Scale (1:64) parking bumpers

CatzPaw.

printed in DLP resin; color may

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

vary. Package includes four (4)
bumpers. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Material
HERO Resin

Pay Phone Booth
You used to see these all the
time outside of convenience
stores, gas stations, etc. The
good 'ol pay phone booth. Just
waiting for you to walk up and
make a call. The booth shell is
printed in separate pieces: the

Parking Meters

frame, top and doors. This

Six (6) parking meters ready to

have a choice of rotary or

take your change. Printed in DLP

touchpad dialing, open or closed

resin; color may vary. 3D printed

door, and adding the clear

and shipped by CatzPaw .

styrene for glass. You can use

will allow for easy placement
of the phone and ﬁgure. You

super glue to attach the phone

Scale
1:64 - S

and the door. Use styrene safe
glue to attach the clear plastic.
Printed in DLP resin; color may

Material
DLP resin

vary. NOTE:Package
includes: one (1) booth frame,
one (1) roof, one (1) closed door,
one (1) open door, one (1) rotary
dial phone, one (1) touch pad
phone, and styrene pieces for
the frame and doors.Booths and
phones come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Pay Phone Kiosk
You used to see these all the
time outside of convenience

Pay Phone Wall Mount

stores, gas stations, etc. The
good 'ol pay phone kiosk. Just

A wall mount Pay Phone with the

waiting for you to walk up and

option of a rotary dial or a

make a call. The kiosk shell is

touchpad dial. You remember

printed in blue and the base in

those? It's how we called one

black and comes assembled. You

another before cell phones when

have the choice of adding which

away from home. Printed in DLP

style of phone rotary or touch

resin; color may vary. NOTE:

pad dialing. Once you have

Package contains: six (6) phones

made your choice put a drop of

of the selected type. Phones

glue in the kiosk and drop the

come unpainted. 3D printed and

phone. Printed in DLP resin;

shipped by CatzPaw.

color may vary. NOTE:S-Scale
comes with: two (2) kiosks, two
(2) rotary dial phones, and two
(2) touch pad phones.Kiosks and
phones come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO
Style
Rotary Dial, Touch Pad Dial

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Propane Tank 20 LB

Picnic Table
Wooden style picnic table ready
for your backyard, campground,
or park scene. Printed in HERO
DLP resin by 3D Resin Solutions.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
S (1:64), HO (1:87), N (1:160),
O (1:48)

Four (4) 20 pound propane tanks
perfect addition for your BBQ
grills. Printed in white HERO
resin. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
HERO resin

Propane Tank 200lb

Pumpkin Collection

Two (2) 200 pound propane

S-Scale (1:64) collection of

tanks printed in white HERO

pumpkins in various sizes

resin.Printed and shipped by

printed in orange ABS plastic.

CatzPaw.

Package includes six (6)

Scale
1:64 -S

pumpkins. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Riﬂe
Pup Tent
Every good moonshiner or
hunter needs a good riﬂe. Here a
A pup tent available in blue,

a good 'ole riﬂe for just those

green, orange, and red HERO

purposes and others. Note:S

resin; colors may vary. Package

(1:64) contains 4 riﬂesN (1:160)

includes one (1) pup tent in the

contains 8 riﬂesHO (1:187)

selected color. 3D printed and

contains 6 riﬂesO (1:48) contains

shipped by CatzPaw.

2 riﬂes1:43 contains 2 riﬂesG
(1:22.5) contains 1 riﬂe Printed in

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O
Color
blue, green, orange, red

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

HERO resin by 3D Resin
Solutions; color may vary. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
S (1:64), HO (1:87), N (1:160),
O (1:48), G (1:22.5), 1:43
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Row Boat
Six Packs
An old fashioned row
boat available in brown and gray
HERO resin. Package includes
one (1) row boat in the selected
color.NOTE: N-Scale (1:160)
includes two (2) row boats in the
selected color. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
Color
Brown, Gray

Smudge Pots (S)
Smudge pots, use them to block
roads and warn of approaching
trains. Includes 12 smudge
pots printed in DLP resin; color
may vary. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

A set of six, six packs; perfect
detail to represent your favorite
beverage. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Black, White, Red, Blue,
Yellow, Green, Orange

Snow Sled
Snow sled, just waiting for the
ﬁrst snow fall! Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary.Package
contains two (2) sleds.Figures
sold separately. Sled comes
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP resin

Material
DLP Resin

Steaks Ribeye
Snowman
Ribeye steaks printed in red ABS
A snowman printed in white DLP

plastic. S-Scale (1:64) includes

resin; color may vary. Package

ten (10) ribeye steaks;O-Scale

includes one (1) snowman.Figure

(1:48) includes eight (8) ribeye

comes unpainted. 3D printed

steaks;G-Scale (1:22.5) includes

and shipped by CatzPaw.

six (6) ribeye steaks. 3D printed

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G
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Steel Drums 55 Gallon
Closed
These are 55 gallon steel drums
with the cover in place printed in

Steel Drums 55 Gallon
Open (G-Scale)

HERO resin. G-Scale is printed in
ABS plastic. NOTE S-Scale (1:64)

These are 55 gallon steel drums

includes 4 drumsHO-Scale (1:87)

with the top removed. Available

includes 4 drumsN-Scale (1:160)

in the following colors: black,

includes 4 drumsZ-Scale (1:220)

blue, gray, green, and red.

includes 8 drumsO-Scale (1:48)

Printed in ABS plastic. NOTEG-

includes 4 drumsG-Scale (1:22.5)

Scale (1:22.5) includes 2 drums

includes 2 drums 3D printed and

3D printed and shipped by

shipped by CatzPaw.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 -S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 -N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G

Color
black, blue, gray, green, red

Color
Gray, Black, Green, Red, Blue

Steel Drums Large 110
Gallon
Stock Tank
These large size steel drums are
110 gallon and are available in
the following colors: black, blue,

Modeled after the Behlen 2' x 2'

gray, green, and red. Printed in

x 5' 169 gallon galvanized round

ABS plastic. Package includes

end stock tank. Printed in DLP

four (4) drums in the selected

resin; color may vary. Package

color. 3D printed and shipped by

contains two (2) tanks. 3D

CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Color
black, blue, gray, green, red

Stool

Storage Tank 3000
Gallon

This stool is used in our toll
booth but it can be used
anywhere you need to have

A 3,000 gallon storage

someone sit. Great for a bar

tank that ﬁts perfectly on 18-

scene. Printed in DLP resin; color

wheeler truck beds and tractor

may vary. Note:S-Scale (1:64)

wagons. Printed in DLP resin;

comes with six (6) stools in the

color may vary. Package

package. Stools come unpainted.

includes one (1) tank. 3D printed

3D printed and shipped by

and shipped by CatzPaw.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Storm Warning Siren
Storm warning siren based on

Storage Totes 50
Gallon

the Whelen VortexR1. S-Scale
uses with 4mm mounting pole
and HO-Scale a 3mm pole. 3D
printed and shipped by

S-Scale (1:64) 50 gallon plastic

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

storage tote printed in gray ABS

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

plastic. Package includes two (2)

printed item of equal quality and

storage totes. 3D printed and

detail. Color may vary.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:50
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Tire Stack 1940's
A stack of 1940's era tires as one

Toboggan Set

would ﬁnd sittig outside a gas
station or full service garage. 3D
printed and shipped by

Toboggans printed in DLP resin;

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

color may vary. Package includes

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

two (2) toboggans.Figure sold

printed item of equal quality and

separately. 3D printed and

detail. Color may vary.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 -S, 1:48 - O

Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic

Toilet Closed

Toilet Open

American Standard toilet with

American standard toilet with

the lid closed, printed in white

the lid open, printed in white

HERO resin. Each package

HERO resin. Each package

contains four (4) toilets. 3D

contains four (4) toilets. 3D

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
HERO resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Tombstone Collection

Tombstone Crosses

Tombstones in three styles: 4 -

Tombstone crosses in two

Small Tombstones, 4 - Medium

sizes: 2 - Large Tombstone

Tombstones, and 2 - Fancy

Crosses and 4 - Small Tombstone

Tombstones. Printed in DLP

Crosses. Printed in DLP resin;

resin; color may vary. 3D printed

color may vary. 3D printed and

and shipped by CatzPaw.

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP Resin

Material
DLP Resin

Tool Set

Tool Chest

Working on the farm, in the yard,
Tool chest available in black, red,

or on the track - you need tools!

and blue printed in HERO resin.

This set includes the following

S (1:64), HO (1:87), and N (1:160)

tools: axe, blacksmith hammer,

scales include one (1) chest in

blacksmith pliers, crowbar, pick,

the selected color.Z-Scale (1:220)

pryer, shovel round, shovel

contains two (2) chests in the

square, sledge hammer, and

selected color. 3D printed and

tongs. Because of their small size

shipped by CatzPaw.

they will come attached via a

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z

sprue to a base. Printed in DLP
resin; color may vary.Tools come
unpainted.3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
Red, Blue, Black

Scale
1:64 - S

Tool Set for Wildland
Fireﬁghting
Battling a ﬁre on the farm or
along side road you need the

Traﬃc Barrels

right tools! This set includes the
following tools: Pulaski® axe,
rake, shovel round, shovel
square, and a ﬁre pump based
on the Indian Fire Pump.
Because of their small size they
will come attached via a sprue to
a base. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.Tools come

Traﬃc barrels printed in orange
and white DLP resin; color may
vary. Package includes four (4)
barrels. 3D printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

unpainted.3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Traﬃc Barriers

Traﬃc Cones

"Jersey" style traﬃc barriers

Traﬃc cones available in solid

available in gray, orange, and

(orange) and are printed in HERO

white ABS plastic. Package

resin. Package includes four (4)

includes three (3) barriers in the

traﬃc cones. Z-Scale contains

color selected. 3D printed and

eight (8) solid traﬃc cones. 3D

shipped by CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:220 - Z

Color
Gray, Orange, White

Style
Solid

Wood Stretcher
WW II Army Infantry
Knap Sack

This item was created for the
Historical Diorama on display in

Knap Sacks used by Enlisted
Army Infantry as they were
heading oﬀ to go overseas.
Notes: S-Scale (1:64) includes six
(6) ﬁgures O-Scale (1:48) includes
four (4) ﬁgures Figures come
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Cuthbert, GA. The item is based
on a stretcher used during the
Civil War and post Civil War Era.
However, it can be easily be
adapted for use in other time
periods. 3D printed and shipped
by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:87 - HO, 1:64 - S, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic,
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic, Yellow Processed
Versatile Plastic

Wooden Barrels 55
Gallon
55 gallon wooden barrels with
strapping printed in brown DLP
resin; color may vary. Package
includes two (2) wooden
barrels.NOTE: G-Scale (1:22.5)
includes only one (1) barrel. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O, 1:22.5 - G, 1:22.5 -G
Open

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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1920's Barber Poles

Building Sign

1920's style barber poles printed

Outdoor sign perfect for church

in white ABS plastic. They are

or other building

just ready and waiting to be

announcements. Printed in DLP

striped in red/white or red/

resin; color may vary. 3D printed

white/blue. Package includes two

and shipped by CatzPaw.

(2) barber poles. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 -S, 1:87 - HO

Material
DLP resin

Coal Chute Access
Door
An access door for a coal chute.
This hatch measures
approximately 18 scale inches
wide by 14 scale inches tall. It is
printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. S-Scale package contains
12 coal chute doors. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Column 10 Ft Fluted
Doric Style
S-Scale (1:64) ﬂuted doric style
column, 10 scale feet tall. Printed
in white DLP resin; color may
vary. S-Scale (1:64) includes two
(2) columns.HO-Scale (1:89)
contains four (4) columns 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 -S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Fire Alarm Exterior

Garage Doors Vintage
Gas Station

Exterior ﬁre alarm from the late

A single-wide garage door based

1800's to early 1900's. It is based

on the ones used by Standard

on the Reliable and measures

Oil in their 1940's era gas

roughly 16 scale inches in

stations. 3D printed and shipped

diameter and 5 scale inches

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

deep. It is printed in DLP resin;

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

color may vary.The S-scale

printed item of equal quality and

package contains 12 ﬁre

detail. Color may vary.

alarms.3D printed and shipped
by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64- S

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
White Processed Versatile
Plastic

Window Fan
Designed for a standard
residential window, the fan
measures roughly 27 scale
inches wide x 24 scale inches tall
x 9 scale inches deep with the
fan blade at 18 scale inch
diameter. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Package contains
four (4) window fans. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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1920's Store Front Kit

1920's Two Story
Building Kit

A1920's style store front model
kit. This building is a faithful
reproduction of a 1920's

S-Scale (1:64) 1920's two story

structure that originally housed

building model kit. This

a barber shop and is based on

building is a faithful

drawings provided to us by one

reproduction of a 1920's

of our customers; it completes a

structure that housed a boarding

recreation of a 1920's town that

house and is based on drawings

the customer's father grew-up

provided to us by one of our

in. This building can be used for

customers; it completes a

any number of building

recreation of a 1920's town that

occupants: barber shop,

the customer's father grew-up

mercantile, repair shop, just to

in. This building can be used for

name a few. As mentioned, this

any number of building

is a kit and requires assembly. It

occupants:boarding house,

is printed in gray ABS plastic,

repair shop, just to name a few.

with clear styrene pieces for the

As mentioned, this is a kit and

windows. The walls are scaled to

requires assembly. It is printed

represent 6" thick prototype

in gray ABS plastic, with clear

walls. Lighting can easily be

styrene pieces for the windows.

added to this kit by installing one
of our warm white CHIP LED

The walls are scaled to represent

assemblies. The kit contains:1 -

can easily be added to this kit by

front wall1 - left wall1 - right

installing one of our warm white

6" thick prototype walls. Lighting

wall1 - rear facing left wall1 - rear

CHIP LED assemblies. The kit

side facing left wall1 - rear center

contains:1 - front wall1 - left

wall1 - rear facing right wall1 -

wall1 - right wall1 - rear wall1 -

rear side facing right wall1 -

ﬂoor1 - roof1 - set of windows

ﬂoor1 - roof1 - set of windows

3D printed and shipped by

3D printed and shipped by

CatzPaw.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z

Dome Tent
This Dome Tent is the perfect
shelter for your next

Dog House

basecamp adventure. The tent
sleeps up to 6 people and is
ideal for use in 3 seasons.

S-Scale (1:64) dog house printed

The zipper door is tied open and

in brown HERO resin. Package

the rear window is zippered

includes one (1) dog house. 3D

closed. Printed in DLP resin;

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

color may vary. Tent comes
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Outdoor Wood
Burning Furnace
An outdoor wood burning
furnace printed in DLP resin;
color may vary.Furnace comes
unpainted. Package includes one
(1) outdoor furnace. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 -S, 1:87 - HO

Outhouse Door Closed
Outhouse with the door closed
printed in brown ABS plastic.
Package includes one (1)
outhouse. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:160 - N, 1:220 - Z,
1:22.5

Pay Phone Booth
You used to see these all the
time outside of convenience
stores, gas stations, etc. The
good 'ol pay phone booth. Just
waiting for you to walk up and
make a call. The booth shell is
printed in separate pieces: the

Outhouse Door Open

frame, top and doors. This
will allow for easy placement
of the phone and ﬁgure. You

Outhouse with the door
open printed in brown ABS
plastic. Package includes one (1)
outhouse. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:48 - O,
1:22.5 - G

have a choice of rotary or
touchpad dialing, open or closed
door, and adding the clear
styrene for glass. You can use
super glue to attach the phone
and the door. Use styrene safe
glue to attach the clear plastic.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. NOTE:Package
includes: one (1) booth frame,
one (1) roof, one (1) closed door,
one (1) open door, one (1) rotary
dial phone, one (1) touch pad
phone, and styrene pieces for
the frame and doors.Booths and
phones come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Police Call Box

Porta Potty Door
Closed

A familiar site, the Police Call Box
(aka Tardis®) 3D printed and
shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

A porta potty with the door

reserves the right to substitute a

closed, printed in HERO resin.

CatzPaw printed item of equal

Available in: blue/white, orange/

quality and detail. Color may

white, green/white, and red/

vary.

white. Package includes one (1)
porta potty. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:48 - O
Material
Blue Processed Versatile
Plastic, Smooth Fine Detail
Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:32
Color
Blue, Green, Orange, Red
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Porta Potty Door
Open

Portable Storage Unit

A porta potty with the door
open, printed in HERO resin.

S-Scale (1:64) portable storage

Available in: blue/white, orange/

unit just like PODS®. Your choice

white, green/white, and red/

of door open or door closed.

white. Package includes one (1)

Printed in blue and white ABS

porta potty. 3D printed and

plastic. Package includes one (1)

shipped by CatzPaw.

storage unit. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:32

Style
Closed, Open

Color
Blue, Green, Orange, Red

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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CNS&M Cantenary
Tower - Main Line

CNS&M Cantenary
Tower - Station

CNS&M Cantenary Tower for

CNS&M Cantenary Tower for

main line placement. 3D printed

station placement. 3D printed

and shipped by Shapeways.

and shipped by Shapeways.

CatzPaw reserves the right to

CatzPaw reserves the right to

substitute a CatzPaw printed

substitute a CatzPaw printed

item of equal quality and detail.

item of equal quality and detail.

Color may vary.

Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N

Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

PRR Telephone Shelter
Box

RR Control Tower
Interlocking Levers

This scale replica of the PRR
Telephone Shelter Box was

Complete the inside of your

created using the 1913 technical

control tower with these

drawings: #61981 Pennsylvania

interlocking levers in two

Railroad Standard Telepohne

positions. Each lever is separate

Shelter Box. We have taken

so you can set your series in any

every measure to ensure that

order. Printed in DLP resin; color

our model is as accurate as

may vary. Note:S-Scale (1:64)

possible given the scale. Printed

contains 10 levers; 5 levers in

in DLP resin; color may vary. 3D

each position.HO-Scale (1:87)

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

contains 10 levers; 5 levers in
each position. 3D printed and

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Material
DLP Resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Storm Warning Siren
Storm warning siren based on
the Whelen VortexR1. S-Scale
uses with 4mm mounting pole
and HO-Scale a 3mm pole. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:50
Material
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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CPI Snow Plow Kit
This is an S-Scale (1:64) Russell
Winged Snow Plow Kit loosely
based on the Northern Paciﬁc
Railway version. It is designed
with hinged side wings (h-Bar
brass hinges) utilizing lock bars
(pinned hinges) with a magnetic
latching system allowing the
wings to be set varying positions
and keeping those wings in place
during operation. Also included
is a lower blade that

Box Car Chassis

magnetically attaches to any
metal chassis. This product is
being sold as a kit to allow for

This is an HO-Scale (1:87) under-

maximum customization with

frame designed by the request

the least amount of aggravation.

of the NMRA to ﬁt a Roundhouse

Key components of the snow

box car shell. The under-frame

plow kit have been pre-

measures 33mm wide by

assembled, only the detail

174mm long and has mounting

options (railings, steps) and the

holes for trucks, couplers (ﬁts

clear windows need to be added.

Kadee), and details. The under-

You can use the 3D printed

frame also has mounting tabs

railings and steps provided in

that mate with the Roundhouse

the kit or substitute your own

shell. The chassis is available in

versions. The CPI Snow Plow

either gray ABS plastic. Package

shell has been designed to

includes one (1) under-frame in

mount to a standard American

the selected color. 3D printed

Flyer Caboose Chassis

and shipped by CatzPaw.

measuring 42-44mm wide by
115-118mm long. The snow plow
is printed in cool gray DLP resin.
Kit Contents 1 - Snow Plow shell,
in the selected color, with the
left/right wings, left/right lock
bars, and all magnets installed1 Lower Blade with magnets
installed1 - Rear Railing panel1 Rear Ladder2 - Rear Steps1 - Set
of clear windows2 - #2-56 screws
(to mount shell to chassis)1 - Set
of Assembly Instructions 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Wooden Mine Car HOn3

Color
Gray DLP resin

Designed for HOn3 (N-Scale),
narrow gauge track. 3D printed
and shipped by Shapeways.
CatzPaw reserves the right to
substitute a CatzPaw printed
item of equal quality and detail.
Color may vary.

Scale
1:87 - HO
Material
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Animal Control Box
Chassis Mount
1950's Bus Kit
This is an S-Scale (1:64) Animal
This is a 1950's style S-Scale
(1:64) bus kit. This product is
being sold as a kit to allow for
maximum customization with
the least amount of aggravation.
Most portions of the bus kit can
be snapped together and will
stay in place. For other items
such as the mirrors, super glue
(Cyanoacrylate) can be used to
aﬃx them to the body. Super
glue can also be used to
permanently attached the bus
shell to the chassis. All portions
of the kit are 3D printed in ABS
plastic except for the clear
windows (cut from sheet
styrene) and the axels (brass rod
stock). ABS plastic can be
painted with acrylic and enamel
paints with or without a primer.
We recommend a paint sealer if
the unit is to be handled a lot or
run on a regular basis. Kit
Contents 1 - Bus Body1 Chassis/Interior1 - Wheel Set1 Head Light Set1 - Tail Light Set2 Side Mirrors1 - Clear Window
Set1 - Bus Driver (unpainted)1 Set Assembly Instructions 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

BuckBoard

Control Box based on the
Hartstra Manufacturing Animal
Control Box. There are
three version available: - one
with four (4) box compartments
per side designed to ﬁt onto an
Ertl® Ford® F-350 Pickup dual
wheel chassis that has had the
existing truck bed removed,- one
with four (4) box compartments
per side designed to ﬁt onto a
Specast® Ford® F-350 4x4 Crew
Cab Pickup chassis that has had
the existing truck bed removedone with three (3) box
compartments per side designed
to ﬁt onto a
Specast® Ford® F-350 4x4 Crew
Cab Pickup chassis that has had
the existing truck bed removed
The truck bed is printed with
AnyCubic Gray resin. The model
is best painted with acrylic paint,
with or without a primer. We
recommend a paint sealer if the
unit is to be handled a lot or run
on a regular basis.Note: the
truck is not included. 3D printed
and shipped by CatzPaw.

Chassis
Specast Ford F-350 3
Compartment, Specast Ford
F-350 4 Compartment, Ertl
Ford F-350 4 Compartment

Buggy Single Seat
Covered

A buckboard style wagon, ready
to be hitched to mules or horses.

Single seat buggy with cover.

Perfect for those scenes of by-

This buggy is ready to be hitched

gone-days, country life, and

to mules or horses and is perfect

farms. 3D printed and shipped

for those scenes of by-gone-

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

days, country life, Amish country,

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

and romantic rides. 3D printed

printed item of equal quality and

and shipped by Shapeways.

detail. Color may vary.

CatzPaw reserves the right to

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Yellow Processed Versatile
Plastic, White Natural
Versatile Plastic, Black Natural
Versatile Plastic, Orange
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

substitute a CatzPaw printed
item of equal quality and detail.
Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
Smooth Fine Detail Plastic
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Carriage Two Seater
A two seat carriage, uncovered.

Cars Crushed 4-Stack

This carriage is ready to be
hitched to mules or horses and
is perfect for those scenes of bygone-days, country life, Amish
country, and romantic rides. 3D
printed and shipped by
Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves
the right to substitute a CatzPaw
printed item of equal quality and
detail. Color may vary.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Need a load for your ﬂatcar, look
no further. Our stack of crushed
cars is the perfect solution.
Package includes one (1) 4-stack
of crushed cars in the selected
color. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:220 - Z,
1:160 - N, 1:53
Color
Gray, Yellow

Farm Wagon
Cars Crushed 5-Stack

A farm wagon, ready to be
hitched to mules or horses.
Perfect for those scenes of by-

Need a load for your ﬂatcar, look

gone-days, country life, and

no further. Our stack of crushed

farms. 3D printed and shipped

cars is the perfect solution.

by Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

Package includes one (1) 5-stack

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

of crushed cars in the selected

printed item of equal quality and

color. 3D printed and shipped by

detail. Color may vary.

CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z, 1:53
Color
Gray, Yellow

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic, Yellow Processed
Versatile Plastic, Orange
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Smoothest Fine Detail Plastic

Grinder Mixer Auger
Replacement
This is a replacement auger arm

Flying Saucer

for a 1:64 scale grinder mixer.
Fits Ertl and other manufacturer
models. NOTE: this item is the
auger arm only and does not

Experience close encounters of

include the mixer. The small part

the "scale" kind with CatzPaw's

of the arm will need to be

ﬂying saucer! It is available in

snapped on to the long shaft and

gray and glow-in-the-dark ABS

should rotate freely about the

plastic. The S-Scale Flying Saucer

axis. The completed arm then

measures 149.3mm in

snaps on the mixer itself. If the

diameter.The Z-Scale Flying

ﬁt on the mixer is to tight,

Saucer measures 44.76mm in

slightly sand the inner portion of

diameter.The N-Scale Flying

the connector. 3D printed and

Saucer measures 82.28mm in

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw

diameter.The HO-Scale Flying

reserves the right to substitute a

Saucer measures 111.94mm in

CatzPaw printed item of equal

diameter. Package includes one

quality and detail. Color may

(1) Flying Saucer in the selected

vary.

color. 3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:220 - Z
Color
Gray, Glow-in-the-Dark

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Yellow Processed Versatile
Plastic, Red Processed
Versatile Plastic, Orange
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Green Processed Versatile
Plastic, Blue Processed
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Motorcycles
Sleigh
You have seen our motorcycle
riders, now get the motorcycles
they ride! These great S-Scale
(1:64) bikes, along with others,
are available from SZenery Scale
Models. You can purchase these
bikes directly from SZenery; click
here to be taken to their online
store. Note: the bikes come
unpainted and must be
purchased from SZenery.WE DO
NOT SELL THESE ITEMS, YOU
CAN NOT ADD THEM TO THE

Everyone loves a sleigh ride! Use
this for everyday folk or dress it
up for Santa and his reindeer.
Printed in DLP resin; color may
vary. Sleigh comes unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:48 - O
Material
DLP resin

SHOPPING CART.

Snowmobile

Snowmobile & Rider

A high-end performance

A high-end performance

snowmobile ready to take on

snowmobile and rider, ready to

what ever winter throws at you!

take on what ever winter throws

Printed in DLP resin; color may

at you! Printed in DLP resin;

vary. Snowmobile comes

color may vary. Snowmobile and

unpainted. 3D printed and

rider come unpainted. 3D

shipped by CatzPaw.

printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Scale
1:64 - S

Truck Toolboxes
S-Scale (1:64) toolbox for the

Tucker 1940's (S)

back of your favorite pickup
truck. The toolboxes are

A 1940's era classic car based in

available in two conﬁgurations:

the Tucker automobile. 3D

both sides closed and one side

printed and shipped by

open. They are available in black

Shapeways. CatzPaw reserves

and gray HERO resin. We have

the right to substitute a CatzPaw

two series of toolboxes

printed item of equal quality and

available:Series 1 - ﬁts Ertl,

detail. Color may vary.

Matchbox, Hotwheel, and other
1:64 scale pickup trucks with a
deep bed.Series 2 - ﬁts
Greenlight, M2, and other 1:64
scale pickup trucks with a
shallow bed. Package includes
two (2) toolboxes in the selected
series, style, and color. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Series
Series 1, Series 2
Color
Black, Gray

Scale
1:64 - S
Material
Black Natural Versatile Plastic,
White Processed Versatile
Plastic, Purple Processed
Versatile Plastic, Red
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Pink Processed Versatile
Plastic, Blue Processed
Versatile Plastic, Yellow
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Green Processed Versatile
Plastic, Orange Processed
Versatile Plastic

Style
Closed, Open

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Utility Truck 1970's (S)
A basic utilty style truck from the
1970's era. 3D printed and

Utility Truck Bed EF
Series

shipped by Shapeways. CatzPaw
reserves the right to substitute a
CatzPaw printed item of equal
quality and detail. Color may
vary.

This is an S-Scale (1:64) utility
truck bed based on the
Reading® 108" dual wheel
service truck bed. It is designed
for a tight snap ﬁt onto an Ertl®

Scale
1:64 - S

Ford® F-350 Pickup dual wheel
chassis that has had the existing

Material
Orange Processed Versatile
Plastic, Yellow Processed
Versatile Plastic, Red
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Green Processed Versatile
Plastic, Blue Processed
Versatile Plastic, Purple
Processed Versatile Plastic,
Pink Processed Versatile
Plastic, Black Natural Versatile
Plastic, White Processed
Versatile Plastic

catzpawstore.myshopify.com

truck bed removed. Printed in
DLP resin; color may vary. The
package includes:1 - utility truck
bed NOTE: Ertl® truck not
included. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Color
gray
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Dennistien
Dennistien is a custom made

CatzPaw Gift Cards

ﬁgure to ﬁt American Flyer
Engines that have a custom
ﬁrebox created by Dennis

Gift cards can be used towards

Murphey. This is an update of

the purchase of any CatzPaw

our Engineer Eddie with a

products.

regular size head but a skinny
body. He is printed in DLP resin;

Denominations
$10.00, $25.00, $50.00,
$100.00

color may vary.NOTES:S-Scale
(1:64) contains 4 ﬁgures.Figues
come unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S

Kurt Twin Oars
Kurt is ready to paddle his way
down the river using two oars to
get him there. A perfect match
for CatzPaw's row boat. Printed
in DLP resin; color may
vary.Note:S-Scale (1:64) comes
with one ﬁgure. Figure comes
unpainted. 3D printed and
shipped by CatzPaw.

Patient Sitting Female
A woman sitting patiently, legs
crossed. Printed in DLP resin;
color may vary. Note: S-Scale
contains two (2) ﬁgures. HOScale contains three (3)
ﬁgures.Chair sold separately.
FIgures come unpainted. 3D
printed and shipped by CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO

Scale
1:64 - S

Material
DLP Resin

Material
DLP resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Wagon Driver
The perfect sitting ﬁgure to add
to our farm wagon, carriage,
buggy, or to your tractor. He's
ready for a long days
ride. Printed in DLP resin; color
may vary.NOTE:S-Scale contains
2 ﬁgures.HO-Scale contains 3
ﬁgures.N-Scale contains 4
ﬁgures.O-Scale contains 1 ﬁgure.
3D printed and shipped by
CatzPaw.

Scale
1:64 - S, 1:87 - HO, 1:160 - N,
1:48 - O
Material
HERO resin

catzpawstore.myshopify.com
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Contact
CatzPaw Innovations, LLC
catzpawstore.myshopify.com
info164@catzpaw.com
(770) 847-0076
www.facebook.com/Catzpaw164
1255 Coan Dr
Locust Grove 30248
Georgia

